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ABSTRACT
This document defines, describes usage, and

provides samples of student competency profiles being
utilized in seventeen vocational programs at Rutland Area
Vocational-Technical Center in Rutland, Vermont. The
programs have the following titles: Auto Body, Auto
Mechanics, Business/Data Processing, Cabinetmaking,
Carpentry/Masonry, Culinary Arts, Distributive Education,
Electrical/Plumbing, Electronics, Graphic Arts, Health
Occupations, Human Services, Machine Trades, Metal
Fabrication/ Welding, Power and Agricultural Mechanics,
Secretarial, Timber Harvest and Forest Production. The
profile is presented as a multi-use tool for competency based
vocational education. Student evaluation, special needs
monitoring, teacher/student feedback, student employability,
and program planning and accountability are areas the profile
contributes to.
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INTRODUCTION

The Rutland Area Vocational-Technical Center (RAVTC) in
Rutland, Vermcnt began planning the development of Competency
Based Vocational Education (CBVE) in 1982. The development
process, over a period of eighteen months, was accomplished
by the combined efforts of vocational instructors,
administrators, and business and trades people from the
Rutland community.

In the fall of 1984 there was a need to develop a
student competency profile for use in the seventeen
vocational programs. After reviewing several formats being
used in other vocational programs around the country, one
format was adopted and revised to meet the needs of Rutland's
programs. Samples of the profiles now being used at Rutland
can be seen in (section IV.) of this paper.

The competencies listed on the profiles reflect the
skills actually being taught in the programs at the center.
Criteria used in selecting the competencies include the
following: resources and equipment available, instructors'
background and abilities, and the needs of the surrounding
community. The profile is presently in its second year of
use at Rutland and has already received several minor
changes. These changes have mostly concerned clarifying
competency statements and adding/deleting competencies. More
revisions will occur as an ongoing part of Rutland's CBVE
implementation and will reflect any changes in program
curriculums.



II. DEFINITION OF PROFILE



Student Competency Profile Chart - A Competency Based
Vocational Education Instrument.

What is a Student Competency Profile Chart? It is a
document that confirms a student's knowledge and performance
for competencies in a vocational program as evaluated by the
instructor. The conventional use of a profile as an
evaluation tool presents it as an intrinsic part of CBVE.
"Competency based education requires appropriate systems of
evaluation and xeporting of student achievement based upon
what they know, rather than upon comparison with what other
students know."1 The student competency profile being used
at RAVTC is used as a check-off list indicating when a
student completes specified competencies and reports the
degree of proficiency the student has achieved. The profile
takes on added dimension when favorable characteristics are
present and properly applied. Additional uses will be
discussed in (section III.) of this paper.

The format for the profiles being used at Rutland was
taken from a profile which was developed by the U.S.
Department of Labor and used for many years in Job Corps.2
Revisions were made in the Evaluation Code Key and the method
of sequencing competencies was changed to apply to Rutland's
programs.

The Student Competency Profiles being used at RAVTC have
some characteristics worthy of noting. One of these concerns
the evaluation format. Consideration is given to performance
and knowledge. The instructor evaluates a student's
performance and/or knowledge using knowledge and performance
tests which they are currently developing for each
competency. The following is an example of the Evaluation
code key being used at (RAVTC):

EVALUATION CODE KEY

Performance
1. Can do all parts of the task - needs job entry

supervision.
2. Can do most parts of the task -needs close supervision.
3. Can do simple parts of the task -needs extremely close

supervision.
DNP. Did not participate in this part of the program.

Knowledge
1. Can explain how and when a task must be done -can analyze

facts and principles.
2. Can name most steps in doing a task - can explain simple

facts and principles.
3. Can identify parts, tools and understands simple facts

about the task.
DNP. Did not participate in this part of the program.



Three other noteworthy characteristics can be seen in
the Evaluation Code Key. Firstly, consideration is given to
the student's supervision needs. All evaluations are based
upon the assumption that training provided is aimed toward
job entry skills. Therefore, the highest performance rating
a student can attain, states that job entty supervision is
needed. Secondly, as a student is rated higher on the
knowledge scale, this indicates the student has attained more
complex cognitive skills. Thirdly, some students, such as
special needs students, might not be required to participate
in certain parts of the programs. The instructor can
indicate this by rating the student with DNP (Did not
participate in this part of the program).

The first page of all the Student Competency Profiles
contain sixteen competencies that are common to all the
programs at RAVTC. The first competency pertains to safety.
The second through sixth refer to attitude factors. The
seventh through sixteenth consist of employability
competencies that have been dewBloped by the Vermont
Department of Education for use in all vocational programs in
the State.3 The seventeenth through the last competency
apply to the specific programs. The competency statements
are numbered and listed in an order to represent, as closely
as possible, the sequence presented throughout the program
duration.



Profile Usage

The value of the student competency profile can be
attributed to its varied applications. It can be utilized
for student evaluation, special needs monitoring,
teacher/student feedback, student employability, and program
planning and accountability.

As an evaluation tool, RAVTC uses it in conjunction with
the traditional grading system. It is not perceived as an
alternative to grading but as a supplement providing a
clearer piccure of a student's abilities and employability.

When a student enters a program, the instructor presents
him/her with a copy of the profile. This allows the student
a clear picture of the program expectations. Each student's
profile is reviewed and updated by their instructor weekly or
as the student completes new competencies. Three times per
year, the updated profiles are delivered to the Rutland
Center's administrative office for review and for recording
in computer files. At the end of the school year a copy is
placed in each student's permanent file located in the
guidance department. When a student completes or leaves a
program, a copy is available to them from the guidance
department.

The following is a sample of guidelines provided for
instructors for updating Student Competency Profiles:

GUIDELINES

Mo./Yr.
1. Please enter a DATE in the appropriate boxes. eg. 3/86

2. A student's profile should show a pattern of improvements
in some competencies and a pattern of additional
competencies being evaluated by the instructor as an
ongoing routine.

3. Use your professional judgement in deciding to evaluate a
student's Performance And/Or Knowledge of a
particular competency.

4. Do not fill in DNP (Did not Participate) categories
until the student's final evaluation in your program.

5. Review each Profile persmially with each student
INDIVIDUALLY. This should only take a few minutes weekly
for each student, if done on a regular basis. Use
instructional time to accomplish this.

The profile is being used at RAVTC by Special Needs

9
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The profile is being used at RAVTC by Special Needs
instructors for planning and monitoring. They have found it
useful as a guide to assist in development of Individualized
Vocational Plans (I.V.P.). They are able able to quickly
identify objectives and monitor special needs students'
progress. They have claimed that it saves time when writing
reports and has improved communications with other vocational
instructors at RAVTC.

The aspect of teacher/student feedback is important in
vocational education. "Competency based education can better
prepare students with on-going information regarding their
personal progress."4 Consensus among Rutland's staff
promotes the profile as providing uniform feedback for all
students. Periodic reviews between instructors and
individual students can more easily be accomplished using
this document. The profile provides a clear list of student
expectations and evaluation. Therefore, individual feedback
can easily be provided and documented.

At the end of a student's training, which in most cases
at RAVTC is two years, the student may obtain a copy of
his/her profile to use as a supplement with a job application
and resume'. Several business people in the community who
have seen these profiles have given positive feedback
concerning placement of students in their organizations.
They have stated thAt the profile provides a clearer picture
of employability and can save the employer time and money by
quickly matching the new employee with appropriate duties.

The Student Competency Profile, being an accurate
outline of the total program curriculum, becomes a useful
planning guide. Teachers can refer to the competency list to
help plan learning activities and help develop their lesson
plans. An additional aspect of planning concerns program
advisory committees. Each vocational program at RAVTC has an
advisory committee that meets twice a year. The committees
are made up of the vocational instructor, a vocational
administrator, and several people from the community involved
in fields related to the particular vocation. Their
responsibility as a group is to recommend changes to meet the
needs of the students and the community. The profile becomes
a good reference for the committees to use when planning
recommendations.

Lastly, and of considerable importance, the Student
Compstency Profile is an accountability tool. "Competency
based education can provide better accountability to the
general public for the educational program standards accepted
by educational institutions."5 The student competency
profile being used at RAVTC clearly states the vocational
program expectations by listing the competency statements,
and it clearly reports student achievement through the use of
the evaluation format.

10
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IV. SAMPLES OF PROFILES



STUDENT COMPETENCY.PROFILE

Student Number:

Student Name:

Rutland Area Vocational-Technical Center

Rutland, Vermont 05701 Tel. (802) 773-1990

Aarisr.

Vocational Program: Autp Body

Vocational Teacher: Year: 85-86

COMPETENCIES
.

.

EVALUATION

Performance Knowledge

1 22 3 DNP 3 DR'

1. Demonstrates safetumutions in Ilse of materj1k, tools and equipment.

2. Maintains appropriate personal hygiene.

3, Arrives on time and attends each day.

4. Works cooperatively with fellow workers.
IIIII5. Follows instructions willin:l and accepts constructive criticism.

_Litspects value of school and personal property and cares for it properly.

7. Identify personal work-related areas, MILII
8. Identif ersonal work-related values.

9. Identify three personal strengths and three vocational or educational skills.

10. Review the qualifications required for a specific occupation and identify how to

meet those qualifications s/he does not have.

11. Demonstrate familiarity with the following sources of job information: a) newspaper

ads, b) Vermont Job Service, c) school placement services, d) employment agencies,

e) personal contacts.
.

12. Identify three local employers in a chosen occupational field and list their

addressesjaplope numbers aswe..._ILLLtklutart'n. w 0.. .1 1

13. Prepare a data sheet/resume which includes education, interests, work experience,

and three personal references with addresses and phone numbers.

14. Fill out correctly a sample job application.

- _

15. Demonstrate the ability to make a job interview appointment by phone and

____parg..cipte in a real or mock job interview with a follow-up evaluation.

16. Demonstrate understanding of employer expectations; sach as, working under

supervision, appropriate dress and language, and completing assigned tasks on time.

I I)

13



CORETENCIES EVALUATION

Performance Knowled e

DNP 3 DNP

17. Identify maintain and use common auto body tools.

18. Know-how to handle solvents and other flammable liquids.

,

19. Straighten small dents ips]Almlillin: sandin./feather ed:in:hrimin:. BASIC

20. Collision damage correction.

21. Remove and re.lace trim and hardware.

22. Remove, replace and adjust all bolt-on sheet metal components.

23. Set 9J...operate and maintain hdraty_rjacks.

24. Align panels using a portable puller.
.

25. Straighten dents including filling/sanding/feather edging/priming. ADVANCED

26. Finish metal using hammer, dolly and body file.

27. Use and maintain gas welding and arc welding equipment to heat/cut/weld/braze.

28. Remove, replace andadjust glass.

29. Clean and treat metal in preparation for painting.

30. Operate and maintain painting equipment.
,

t

31. Refinish with synthetic enamel/acrylic enamel/polyurethanes.

32. Refinish with acrylic lapsuer.

33. Demonstrate spot painting and blending procedures.

34. Demonstrate procedures for power buffing and hand rubbing.

35. Demonstrate procedures for detailing vehicles.

36. Identify_and determine use of refinishing products.
,

37. Identify and determine use of refinishing problems, causes and cures.

38. Estimate refinish times and materials.
-

39. Replace panels/weld on.

40. Identify and use tools, materials mid procedure for refinishing fiberglass.
.

41. Identify auto body model and parm

21ert..L42.1.1semanuals/booiingtoautobodtra_ade.

recordkeeping trade.

14
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COMPETENCIES EVALUATION

Performance Knowledge

ms .1
.1

gsmigammenn.....

TEACHER COMMENTS:

Eraluat122..CIKILU

Performance

I. Can do all parts of the task - needs job entry

supervision.

2, Can do most parts of the task - needs close

supervision.

3. Can do simple parts of the task - needs extremely

close supervision.

DNP Did not participate in this part of the course.

tf 16

Knowledge

1. Can explain how and when a task must be done - can

analyze facts and principles.

2. Can name most steps in doing a task - can explain

simple facts and principles.

3. Can identify parts, tools and understands simple

facts about the task.

DNP.Did not participate li this,part of the course.



.STUDENT COMPETENCY PROFILE Rutland Area Vocational-Technical Center

Rutland, Vermont 05701 Tel. (802) 773-1990

Student Number: Vocational Program: Autc Mechanics

Student Name: Vocational Teacher: Year: 1985-86

COMPETENCIES EVALUATION

Perfortance Knowled e

DNP 123 VP
r

1. Demonstrates safeturecautions in use of materials1 tools and'equipment.

2. Maintains appropriate petsonal hygiene. ,

3. Arrives on time and attecds each day. ,

4. Works cooperatively with fellow workers.

,

5. Follows instructions willingly and accepts constructive criticism.

6. Respects value of school and personal property and cares for it properla

7. Identify personal work-related areas.

8. Identify personal work-related values. i

.-=--*-----..
9. Identify three personal strengths and three vocational or educational skills.

10. Review the qualifications required for a specific occupation and identify how to

meet those ualifications s/he does not have.

11, Demonstrate familiarity with the following sources of job information: a) newspaper

ads, b) Vermont Job Service, c) school placement services, d) employment agencies,

e) personal contacts.

12. Identify three local employers in a chosen occupational field and list their

_adc_L.essesancipL_Lenenumberatineumes
an(' hain.Linfgzzatinn,4____,

13. Prepare a iata sheet/resume which includes education, interests, work experience,

and three personal references with addresses and phone numbers.

14. Fill out correctly a sample job application.
.

,

15. Demonstrate the ability to make a job interview appointment by phone and

participate in a real or mock job interview with a follow-u evaluation.

,

.

16. Demonstrate understanding of employer expectations; such as, working under

swervision, a..ro.riate dress and lan:ua:e, and com leting assi:ned tasks on time.

18
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ECOMPETBINCIES VALUATION

Performance Knowledge

,.,. 2 3 DN? 1 2 3 oNP
17. Uork from a repair order or a job sheet.

18. Understand the use of repair manuals.

19. Determine need for fluid and filter changes and perform these services.

20. Bring in and position a vehicle on a lift.

21. Determine recommended tire size and change tires, and diagnose usual wear.

22. Static balance tires or computer balance tires.

23. Demonstrate knowledge and procedures of credit cards, sales slips, and cash '

L_
register.

24. Install new parts in vthicle exhaust system.

25. Perform a state inspection on a vehicle.

26. Trouble shoot electrical circuits using a test lite, volt meter and ohm meter.

I
,

27. Test and replace simple electrical
unite such as light bulbs, fuses and circuit

tbreakers.

28. Perform basic battery service.

29. Understand basic theory of cranking circuit and individual components.

30. Perform circuit resistance test.

31. Test entire cranking system including wire routing.

32. Estimate cost of parts fora scheduled tune-up.

33. Remove and replace typical parts used in a scheduled tune-up.
,

34. Test suspected faulty parti using the proper equipment and testing procedure.

35. Use telephone to compare parts availability.

36. .Understand theory of charging system.

37. Repair or reolace all parts of charging system.

38. Inspect brake system; adjust
or replace components of brake system;

1111111111.1111
39. Replace and rebuild wheel cylinder, power brake units and caliper. 11111
40. Lathe brake drums and rotors.

IIIII
41. Inspect, list parts needed.

42. Demonstrate proper handling of oxygen, fuel gases and related equipment.

2120



Performance Knowled e

____,
DMP 1 2 3 DNP

43. Bond metals together using brazing non-fusion welding techniques.

44. Set ua and use oxy-fuel cutting equipment.

45. Locate and identify major componenets of fuel system on an automobile.

46. Replace mkor components of auto fuel system.

47. Identify six circuits of a carburetor and describdthe function of each.

48. Perform all internal and external adjustments on a carburetor.----4.....

49. Identify the components, test and repair emission systems.

50. Locate and determine cause of external engine leaks.

51. Replace external gaskets and seals.

52. Diagno'se and determine need to disassemble sine.

53. Overhaul cylinder head. Overhaul engine upper section.

54, Overhaul entine lower section.

55. Understand, inspect and repair auto engine cooling systems.

56. Service a clutch b trouble shooting, re airing and adjustin: clutch.

57. Identify and test to verify drive line problems. 11111
58. Follow repair manual sequence in removing, and installing the transmission.

r

59, Iransaxle overhaul.

60. Service drive axle seals, oints and bearin:s.

ILJoalhvalijonlicultEutroke and four-stroke engines.

62. Identify common sus.ension and steer : .arts and ali.n to s.ecif, Ilions.

63. Replace springs, torsion bars, ball ioints, control arm bushingsr_spindles,

stabilizer bars and links and McPherson strut assemblies.
-...--

.....---

,



COMPETENCIES.1,
-_1011...

EVALUATION

Performance Knmiedge

2 3 DNP 1 2 3 DNP

Ir

TEACHER COMMENTS:

Performance

1. Can do all parts of the task - needs job entry

supervision.

2. Can do mosc parts of the task - needs close

supervision.

3. Can do simple parts of the task - needs extremely

close supervision.

DNP Did not participate in this part of the course.

24

Evaluation Code Key

Knowledge

1. Can explain how and when a task must be done - can

analyze facts and principles.

2. Can name most steps in doing a task - can explain

simple facts and principles.

3. Can identify parts, tools and understands simple

facts about the task.

DNP Did not participate in this,part of the course.

2b



STUDENT COMPETENCY PROFILE
RutlandArea.Vacational-Technical Center

. Rutland., Vermont 0570'
. Tel. (802) 77371990

Vocational Program.Business/Data Processing

'Vocational Teacher:

Student Number:

Student Name:
Year: 1985-86

EVALUATIONCOMPETENCIES
.

Performance, Knowledp

1 2 3 DNP2 3 DNP

1. Demonstrates safety precautions in use of materials tools and mi.ment.

2. Maintains apmpriatueaseLlysise..._

3. Arrives on time and attends each day.

4. Works cooperatively with fellow workers.

5. Follows instructions willingly and accepts constructive criticism.
111111111111111

6. Respects value of school and personal property and cares for it properly.

7. Identify personal work-related areas.

8. Identify personal work-related values.

9. Identif three .ersonal strengths and three vocational or educational skills.

10. Review the qualifications requirea for a specific occupation and identify how to

meet those qualifications s/he dues not have.

11. Demonstrate familiarity with the following sources of job information: a) newspaper

ads, b) Vermont Job Service, c) schoui placement services, d) employment agencies,

e) personal contacts.

12. Identify three local employers in a chosen occupational field and list their

addresses and_phone numbers alcielaLLIALLAtatine waves And hiring informatinth

1

13. Prepare a data sheet/resume which includes education, interests, work experience,

and three personal references with addresses atzlphone numbers. .

14. Fill out correctly a sample ilepplication.

15. Demonstrate the ability to make a job interview appointment by phone and

participate in a real or mock job interview with a follow-up evaluation.

16. Demonstrate understanding of employer expectations; such as, working under

soervision, a..ro.riate dress and lan.ua.e, and com,leting assigned tasks on time.
.- .



. .

COMPETENCIES

.

.

EVALUATION

Performance Knowledge

1 2

.

2 3 - DNP 3 DNP

CALCULATOR
.IIII 1111 111

17. Operate electronic calculator - basic fur :tion.
IIII

III 111

OE
1111

18. 0 erate electronic calculator - memortluaction.

BUSINESS MATH

19. Demonstrate knowled e of weights and measures. 111 II III
20. Calculate interest and due dates. IIIII

OM RUIRRiiR
1111

.

21. Calculate cash and trade discounts.

ACCOUNTING

22. Identify accounting careers and concepts.

23. Demonstrate buic knowledge of accounting equation and balance sheet. Ill

III

24. Analyze effects of business transactions.

III 1111

IIIII

25. Anal ze transactions into debit and credit .arts.

26. Journalize transactions. II
,

27. Post transactions. 11111
,

28. Prepare a six-colum worksheet. 111111

1111111

III

29. Prepare finocial statements. 111

IIIII

III

11111111111111.

.

111

...........-.

30. Close the ledger and prenare_post closing trial balance.

31. Reconcile bank statements.

111111111,e . ne ul. .1 , . . . .. o. hi.

33. Journalize purchases and c'ash payments.

1 I34. Journalize sales and cash receipts. . Ill 1

35. Post for partnership, merchandising business.
111

1111111111

.

III

11111111111111111111111111

MI

111111111111

111111

36. Prepare an eight-colum worksheet with adjustments.

37. Prepare partnership financial statements.

38. Record adjusting and closing entries.

39. Use a business simulation kit for partnership with,combination journal, A/R

and A/15 ledgers.

40 Calculate pay (wages, salary, piecework, commissions).

28 29



.
.

COMPETENCIES EVALUATION

.
. Performance Knowied.e

.

2 3 BUY 1 2 3 DU?
41. Maintain .a roll records.

42. Com ute a roll and related taxes and use a pe2TELpayroll system.
1111 II

1111111111111111111

43. Maintain accounts receivablerecords.

44. Age accounts receivable.

45. Maintain accounts payable records.

IIII
46. Maintain petty cash fund..

1111
47. Maintain voucher system.

11111

111111

1111

MEI
111111111

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIRIUIIU
11111

III

1111

III

II
1111

48. Calculate depreciation.

49. Record depreciation.

50. Record accrurals/prepaids.

III

1
51. Prepare inventory and budget controls.

52. Account for taxes, notes and drafts.

53. Maintain corporate records.

54. Pre are corporate financial reports. ,

III

IIIIIII
55. Process sales..

.

1

56. Discuss elements of cost accountin . NMI EMI
mil

MI

MillII
Ill

IIIIIIII

IIIIIII
57. Use a lied office ractice and office simulation.

DATA PROCESSING ------_
58. Discuss I/0 control activities.

111111

111111'

III
In

111111

.11111
59. Demonstrate knowledge of history and concepts of data processing. ,

1111

60. Demonstrate safe and correct use of computer system and disks.
,

61. Achieve dexterity...El accurac goals set b instructor.

III
11

62. Use basic word-proce2turoarat_l

63. Use advanced word- rocessin ro ram.

64 llse_aompi_iten le filiaaslea ajLotis.._ 111 IN IIIII
11 65 Use data base mana:ement s stem.

111111111 1111111111111

Mg
66. Use computer for data entr .

1111111 IU1
.12.1..le Com uter for se arate accountin activities. 1111111 III



COMPETENCIES EVALUATION

Performance Knowledge

23DNP12 3 DR
68, Use computer to maintain general ledger accounting_system.

69. Use comter to create a new set of books for
a !eneral led:er s stem. IIIII

70. Introduce to basic programiing language. all
111 III

11111111
NM71, Use computer for electrcliLspFeadsheets.

72. Use computer for inventory.

1111 MIR
73. Use computer for payroll application. .

. III IllIS_

74. Use computer for A/P, A/R applications.

75. Use computer for creating
bulletins, banners, logos.and letterheads.

1111 al
11111I.

-,----

1111 111111

IIIIII1111

1111

all......,,....
...4,...

.
,, . .......

...._.....___________ ...
TEACHER COMMENTS:

MIMEN11111

Performance

1. Can 6 all parts of the task - needs job entry

supervision,

2. Can do most parts of the task - needs close

supervision.

3. Can do simple parts of the task - needs extremely

close supervision.

DNP Did not participate in this part of the course.

32

Knowledge

1. Ca l. explain how and whv, a task must be done - can

analyze facts and principles.

2. Can name most steps in doing a task - can explain

simple facts and principles.

3. Can identify parts, teols and understands simple

facis About the task.*

DNP Did not participate 'in this,part of the course.

33



STUDENT COMPETENCY PROFILE Rutland Area Vocational-Technical Center

Rutland, Vermont 05701 Tel. (802) 773-1990

Vocational Program: CABINETHAIMG

Vocational Teacher:

Student Number:

Student Name:
year: 1985786

COMPETENCIES

------
EVALUATION

Performance Knowled e

2 3 DNP 1 2 3 DNP

1. Demonstrates safety_precautions in use of materialsj tools and equipment. 11

III

NI
Ill

2. Maintains appropriate msonal

3. Arrives on time and attends each da .

4. Works coousitelywith fellow workers.

S. Fo141J_Jiiy2_.nlandaccetscolowsinstructionscnstructive criticism.

6. Respects value of school_and personal property and pares for it EgEly.

7. Identify personal work-related areas.

8. Identify personal work-related values.

9. Identify three personal strengths and three vocational or educational skills.

10, Review the qualifications require'd for a specific occupation and identify how to

meet those qualifications s/he does not have,

.
11. Demonstrate familiarity with the following sources of job information: a) newspaper

ads, b) Vermont Job Service, c) sr:hool placement services, d) employment agencies,

e ersonal contacts. .

12. Identify three local employers in a chosen occupational field and list their

addresses and 212ne numbers as well as_ their startipitmoes_anci. hirtp information,
,

13, Prepare a data sheet/resume which includes education, interests, work experience,

and three .ersonal references with addresses and lone numbers.

14, Pill out corresalsaajolualicstiEL IIIIII0._
15. Demonstrate the ability to make a job inNrview appointment by phone and

participate in a real or mock_job interview with a follow-up evaluation.
,

16. Demonstrate understanding of employer expectations; such as, working under

pLappsuervisiolc_lassauagc,. and complzting assigned tasks on time.



,.

.
.

.

COMPETENCIES .. EVALUATION

Performance : Knowledoe ..

2. 3 DNP 1 1 3 DNI,

FIRST YEAR CABINETMAKING

III NMI
17. Complete elementary lathe exercise (cylinder with caliper).

18. Use hand tools.

19. Apply hand tool safety practices.
.

20. Operate router (edge and free-hand).

21. Operate table saw (rip, cross-cut, dada, rablet).

22. Operate jointer (edge, flat, angle, rabbet).

23. Operate planer (general surfacing, rough and finish).----_,
24. Operate band saw (straight, curve, circular cutting).

,5. Operate radial arm saw (cross-cut),
,

26. Operate mortiser (straight mortise),
_

27. Utflize tenoning devise,
,

28. Operate drill press.

29. Utilize miter box and lion trimer.

30. Produce mortise and tenon joint;

31. Apply power tool safety practices.
__________

32. Produce straight spline.

33. Produce miter joint and splined miter.

34. Produce half lap joint.
,

35. Produce doweled edge.

36. Produce rabbet and dado combination. .

37. Produce tongue and groove.

38. Identify wood.

39. Apply basic furniture construction techniques.

40. Demonstrate cabinet door and drawer construction.

41. Apply hand finishing techniques, ,

---------- -----
- ,

.

--

.

r
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COMPETENCIES

. Performance.

EVALUATION

Knowledge.
.

2 3 DNP 1 2 3 DNP
SECOND YEAR CABINEDMING

42, Read Ilueprints.
- -_-_

43. Develop drawings to scale.

44, Design furniture and cabihets,

45. Demonstrate tool grinding techniques.

46. Develop proficiency !or dado, rabbet and plunge cutting using router.
.

47. Design pattern for :lathe operation.

48. Demonstrate hand carving techniques.

49. Explain interior finish trim techniques.

50. Operate jointer. (taper and blade setting),

51. Operate and maintain table saw,

52. Construct a taper using table saw.

53. Operate portable power circular saw (plunge cut ).

54, Operate planer (sharpening, blade setting).

55. Operate radial arm saw (rip, comPoun4 angle, dado ).

56. Operate mortiser (set up-angle mortising),

57. Operate panel saw (rip and cross cut).

58. Operate shaper (free hand and fence).

59. Hardware and illustrate fastener,

60. Perform formica work ed:e and flat

61. Design, layout, and construct kitchen cabinet.

62. Demonstrate dovetail construction,
-

63. Demonstrate finger 'oint construction.

64, ProducumilL111111121d_panel. ___
65, Produce a curved ederg_2iElial_Li_lelsinleand doublel,

.

.

66. Demonstrate clamping and glueing techniques.
.

67. Apply spray finishing techniques,

----
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COMPETENCIES EVALUATION

Performance Knowledge
'

1

TEACHER COMMENTS:

Performance

1. Can do all parts of the taskH. needs job entry

supervision.

2. Can do most parts of the task - needs close

supervision.

3. Can do simple parts of the task - needs extremely

close supervision.

Die Did not participate in this part of the cours6

40

initiv.124..catJae

t.111ge

Knowledge

I. Can explain how and when a. task must be done - can

analyze facts and principles.

2. Can name post steps in doing a task - can e7:plain

simple faas and principles.

3. Can identify parts, tools and.understands simple

facts about the task.

DE'Did not participate in this,part of the course.
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STUDENT COMPETENCY PROFILE
Rutland Area Vocational-Technical Center.

Rutland, Vermont 05701
Tel. (802) 773-1990

Student Number:

Student Name:

Vocational Program: Carpentry/Masonry (Building Trades)

Vocational Teacher:
Year: 1985-86

COMPETENCIES EVALUATION

Performance Knowledp

1 2 3 DNP

11.1"141117111".1.1111...

1 2 3 DNP

1. Demonstrates safety precautions in use of materials tools and equipment.

2. Maintains appropriate personal hygiene.

3. Arrives on time and attends each day.

4. Works cooperatively with fellow workers.

5. Follows instructions willingly and accepts constructive criticism.

6. Respects value of school and personal property and cares for it properly.

7. Identify personal work-related areas.

8 Identify personal work-related values.

9. Identify three personal strengths and three vocational or educational skills.

10. Review the qualifications required
for a specific occupation and identify how to

meet those qualifications s/he does not have.

11. Demonstrate familiarity with the following sources of job information: a) newspaper

ads, b) Vermont Job Service, c) school placement services, d) employment agencies,

e) Tersonal contacts.
.

12. Identify three local employers in a chosen occupational field and list their

addresses and phone numbers as well as their startine wages an d. hirink information,
,

13. Prepare a data sheet/resume which includes education,
interests, work experience,

and three personal references with addresses and .hone numbers.
.

14. Fill out correctly a sample 212...appl1cation.

15. Demonstrate the ability to make a job interview appointment by phone and

participate in a real o: mock job incerview with a follow-up evaluation.

16. Demonstrate understanding of employer expectations; such as, working under

stessand language, and completing assigned tasks on time.

4 2
4



.

COMPETENCIES

.

'e--w---.-----.p

EVALUATION

Performance Knowledge

DR2 3 ANP 1 2 3

17. Identify, use and maintain common masonry tools.

18. Prepare footings and foundations.

19. Prepare paving and finishing concrete.

20. Construct chimneys and fireplaces.

21.

22.

Construct buildings - masonry.

Mix mortar manually.

23. Build scaffolding.

24. Clean masonry.

25. Cut brick or block with masonry saw.

26. Mix mortar mechanically.

27. Ideatify, use and maintain common carpentry hand tools.

28. Sharpen chisels, plane irons, handsaws, auger bits and twist drills.

29. Identify, use and maintain portable power tools.

30. Use and maintain radial arm saw and table saw.

31. Operate radial arm saws to make thitecs, compound miters, dadoes, grooves and

rabbets,

32. Ope:ate table saw to taper, rip and make cove cuts.

33. Read a scale rule.

34. Read blueprints.

35. Set up and use builder's level and transit-level.

36 Build batter boards and layout lines for a building.

37. Use 6-8-10 method for squaring corners.

38. Construct concrete forms.

39, Frame floors.

40. Frame exterior walls.

41. Determine and make rough openings for interior doors.

42. Layout and erect nonbearing partitions and install backing in walls for fixtures.

43. Frame hip and intersecting roofs.

-, ....
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. COMPETENCIES
DVALURLIO

Performance Knowled e

2 3 IMP 1 2 3 DIP44. Apply roof sheathing.

OM=45. Frame stairs.

46. Determine riser height and tread run of stairways.
.

47. Install various kinds of insulation. IN48. Explain the teed for ventilating a structure,
describe types of ventilators and III

state the minimum recommended sizes.

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII

11111111

111111

1111

Mil

IIIIIII

1

11111

III

49. Construct cornices.

50. Describe and install various types of roofing materials.

51. Estimate roofing materials.

52. Describe and install various types of windows.

53. Name the parts of, build and set in exterior door frame.

54. Hang an exterior door and install a lockset.

55. Describe procedures for drywall construction.

56. Describe, estimate and apply wall paneling materials.

11111111

4.-
1

57. Finish ceilings,

58. Describe sizes and types of interior doors.

59. Hang interior door and install locksets on interior doors.

60. Identify standard moulding patterns and describe uses.

I61. Install various mouldings.

62. Estimate and apply various'finished
flooring.

63. Plan, order and install factory-built kitchen cabinets.

64. Classify cabinet doors and drawers according to methods of construction and

installation.

IIIIIIl a-
.

,
.

46
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COMPETENCIES EVALUATION

Performance Knowledge

2 3 DNP , 1 2 3 DNP

,

..

_

-

_

1

.

1
,

., t

TEACHER COMMENTS:

...1110

Performance

1. Can do all parts of the task - needs job entry

supervision.

2. Can do most parts of the task - needs close

supervision.

3. Can do simple parts of the task - needs extremely

close supervision.

DNP Did not participate in this part of the course.

Eval..22Elotelqe

Knowledge

1. Can explain how and when a task must be done - can

analyze facts and principles.

2. Can name most steps in doing a task - can explain

simple facts and principles.

3. Can identify parts, tools and understands simple

facts about the task.

DNP Did not participate in thisipart of the course.
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STUDENT CAPETENCY PROFILE

Student Number:

audent Name:

Rutland Area Vocational-Technical Center

Rutland, Vermwat 05701

Vocational Program: Culinary Arts

Vocational Teacher:

Tel. j802) 773-1990

Year: 1985-86

ECOMPEWCIES VALUATION

Performance Knowledge

1 2 NP
---- 2 3 ONF--_-_ _

1. Demonstrates safety precautions in use of materials, tools and equipment.

2. Maintains atmkuellonallagiene.

3. Arrives on time and attends each da .

4. Works cooperatively with fellow workers.

5. Follows instructions willingly and accepts constructive criticism.

6, Respects value of school and personal property and cares for it properly.

,

7. Identif ,ersonal work-related areas.

8. Identify personal work-related values.

9. Identif three ,ersonal strengths and three vocational or educational skills.

10, Review the qualifications required foria specific occupation and identify how to

meet those qualifications s/he does not have. -------
11. Demonstrate familiarity with the following sources of job information: a) newspaper

ads, b) Vermont Job Service, c) school placement services, d) employment agencies,

e) personal contacts,
.

12. Identify three local employers in a chosen occupational field and list their

addresses and phone numbers as well as thiir start n. w

13. Prepare a data sheet/resume which includes education, interests, work experience,

and three personal references with addresses and phone numbers. .

14. Fill out correctly a sample job application.

15. Demonstrate the ability to make a job interview appointment by phone and

participate in a real or mock job interview with a follow-up evaluation.

16. Demonstrate understanding of employer expectations; such as, working under

su.ervision a..roriate dress and lan.ua.e, and completing assi.ned tasks on time.

50
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COMPETENCIES EVALUATION

Performance Knowledge

.

2 3 DNP 1 2

MINIM
1111111.
1111111

11111111
MINIM
IIIIII

3 DNP

17. Demonstrates appropriate use of cleaning agents,

18. Sweeps and mops floors.

19. Cleans ventilator hoods and filters.

20. Cleans and stores pots and pans.
.

21, Cleans work area(s) and removes garbage.

.

22, Cleans and maintains kitchen equipment.

1111111

11111

IIII
IIIIIIIII

MINI

1111

1111111

all

III

.

KITCHEN EQUIPMENT

23. Operates kitchen equipment, utensils and tools.

24. Operates mechanical kitchen equipment.

25. Operates small kitchen equipment. -------
26 Operates electrical equipment.

27. Operates gas fired equipment.

28. 0 erates steam pressure equiPment.

_. _

DISTRIBUTION AND STORAGE OF FOODS

29'. Receive store and determine temperature resuirements.

30. Distributes supplies.

31. Inventor refri erators, freezers and dry storage area(s).

.-

NMI32. Defrosts cleans and maintains refri erators freezers and dry stora e area s .

FOOD PREPARATION

33. PrePares brea!dast foods. .

IIIIIIIIIII
34. Prepares appetizers.

35. Demonstrates knowledge of herbs and spices.

36 Proarea salads and salad dressin:s

11111

37. Proares cheeses.

38. Prepares vegetables.

39. Prepares meats.

1 Prepares poultr .



,......
..........

.

COMPET ENCIES EVALUATION

Performance Knowled:e

2 3 DNP I 2 3 DR., =7......1......
41. Prepares fish and shellfish.

III LIE
42. Prepares sandwiches. NM

1111

______
43. Prepares beverages.

IIIIIIII

11111111111MEM=
111

III

FOOD COOKING

111

II

44, Demonstrates basic cooking methods.

45. Cooks with herbs and spices. EM
RE

46, Cooks soups and stocks.

47. Cooks vegetables. -----------
48. Cooks pasta.

49. Cooks sauces and gravies. 1111 9
III

50. Cooks meats. mil
51. Cooks poultry.

52. Cooks WI and shellfish. ME 111111M1
BAKING AND DESSERT PREPARATION

53. Identify baking terms and ingredients! MI
III

54. Bakes quick breads.

55. Bakes cookies.

IIIIII

III
56. Bakes bread and roll dough.

III
57. Bakes pies,

1IIIIIII
NIIIII
MIME

IIIII

IIIII

Elm
Iiiii

58. Bakes pastries.

=I59. Bakes cakes. ,

60. Decorates cakes.

RESTAURANT SERVICE M611
61. Demonstrates proper appearance and conduct.

62, Identifies dining room tools and equipment.
IIIIIIIII

63. Demonstrates knowledge of the menu and dining room service terminology.

MEMMil IIIII

111111
64. Arranges and prepares dining room. II

11111
65. Demonstrates proper table set-up.

IIIIIIIIII



COMPETENCIES EVALUATION

Performance Knowledge

2 3 DNP 1 2 3 DNP

66. Welcomes guests.

67. Prepares and presents the at check.
,

68. Clears the table.

.

_

TEACHER COMMENTS:

Performance

1. Can do all parts of the task - needs job entry

supervision.

2. Can do most parts of the task - needs close

supervision.

3. Can do simple parts of the task - needs extremely

close st,,-tervision,

DNP Did not particiRte in this part of the course.

50

Evaluation Code Key

Knowledge

1. Can explain how and when a task must be done - can

analyze facts and principles.

2. Can name most steps in doing a task - can explain

simple facts and principles.

3. Can identify parts, tools and understands simple

facts about the task.

DNP Did not participate in this,part of the course.

5 1



STUDENT COMPETENCY PROFILE Rutland Area Vocational-Technical Center

Rutland, Vermont 05701 Tel. (802) 773-1990

Vocational Program: Distributive Education

Vocational Teacher:

Student Number:

Student Name:
Year:

1985-86

COMPETENCIES EVALUATION

Performance Knowledge

2 3 DNP 1 2 3 DtP

1. Demonstrates safety precautions in use of materials, tools and equipment.

r d,

2. Maintains appropriate personal hygiene.

3. Arrives on time and attends each day.

4. Works cooperatively with fellow workers.

5. Follows instructions willingly and accents constructive criticism.

6. Respects value of school and personal property and cares for it properly.

7. Identify personal work-related areas.

8. Identify personal work-related values.

9. Identify three personal strengths and three vocational or educational skills.

10: Review the qualifications required foria specific occupation and identify how to

meet those qualifications s/he does not have.

11. Demonstrate familiarity with the following sources of job information: a) newspaper

ads, b) Vermont Job Service, c) school placement services, d) employment agencies,

el_personal contacts.

12. Identify three local employers in a chosen occupational field and list their

addresses and phone numbers as well as_ the.1:_itizine waoes arvii.ria? information.

13. Prepare a data sheet/resume which includes education, interests, work experience,

and three personal references with addresses and phone numbers. .

14. Fill out correctly a sample job application.

15. Demonstrate the ability to make a job interview appointment by phone and

_ppItervielparticiateinarealormocl4withafollow-uevaluatico.

16. Demonstrate understanding of employer expectations; such as, working under

supervision, appropriate dress and language, and completing assigned tasks on time.

58



COMPETENCIES EVALUATION

Knowledka

2 3 DNP 1 2 3 Dle

Performance

PERFORM ADVERTISING ACTIVITIES

17 Identify major purpose of advertising.

18. Identify various types of media and
their:Strengthralid'weaknesses.

19. Analyze ads.

20. Explain promotional mix,

21. Prepare ad layout.

22. Prepare radio script.

23. Plal special events.

COMMUNICATE INFORMATION

24. Demonstrate role of communication in business.

25. Give verbal and written presentations.

26. Demonstrate effective use of telephone techniquei.

27. Introduce people.

28 Prepare business forms and correspondences.w
29. Follow oral and written instructions.

30. Actively participate in meetings.

DISPLAY MERCHANDISE

31. Create, maintain, and use selling aids.

32. Plan counter/window/interior displays.

33. Select merchandise for disila s

34. Build counter/window/interior displays.

35. Analyze effectiveness of displays.

36. Perform display housekeeping.

APPLY HUMAN RELATIONS SKILLS

37. Demonstrate effective use of interpersonal skills.

38. List and classify three
categories (physical, mental, emotional) of persona)ity

traits.

39. Identify abilities and qualities employers expect. .

60
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COMPETENCIES EVALUATION

Performance Knowledge

1 2 3 DNP
2 3 DNP

APPLY HUMAN RELATIONS SKILLS (cont.

40. Identify abilities.and qualities customers expect.

41. Demonstrate effective employer/employee relations.

42. Demonstrate effective customer relations. .

,

043. Demonstrate good grooming and courtesy skills.

MANAGE STORE FUNCTIONS.
.

44. List hiring procedures.

45. Assisting in training of new employees.
-,- , ,1

46. Encourage moral among employees.

47. Follow store policies.

48. Distribute and explain
operating information.

49. Follow lines of authority.

50. Plan job tasks.

51. Schedule employees.

152. Identify grievance procedures.

53. Explain customer service and facilities locations.

54. Describe concept of income and expenses.

55. Suggest change to improve work situation.

56. Explain proper time card etiquette.

MATHEMATICS

57. Perform basic mathematics computations.

58. Make change.

59. Calculate tax.

60 Operate cash register/terminal,

.

61 Calculate stock/inventory turnover.

62. Process charge sale/accounts receivable.

163. Process customer returns,

64. Prove cash drawer.

62



COMPETENCIES EVALUATION

Performance Ino led e------...----_ DNP 3 DNP
MATHEMATICS (cont.)

65. Calculate personal wages.

IIIII66. Calculate discounts/exchange iates.

67. Calculate break-even point,

111111
68. Calculate mark-up and mark-down. .

PERFORM MERCHANDISING ACTIVITIES
.

.

69. Prepare merchandising plan.

70. Demonstrate invoice control.
.

71. Compute discounts on purchases.

72. Develop model stock layout plan.

73. Demonstrate reordering and restocking concepts.

74. Outline steps necessary for taking physical inventory.

75. Indentify buying factors.

76. Demonstrate ability to locate and.place merchandise within established confines.
-

i
77. Explain stimulation of sales.

III
BUSINESS OPERATIONS

IIIII

IIIIIII
78. Explain use of finances.

I79. Complete departmental stock control records,

IIIIII

80. Demonstrate check cashing and credit card procedures.

III
81. Demonstrate shipping and receiving procedures.

1111111111

-111111111111111111

,

82. Mark merchandise. .

111 111
83. Change marked retail ptices.

84. Stock merchandise.

85. Perform store maintenance.

86. Practice work place safety precautions.

87. Explain accident procedures. .

1111111 IIIII
88. Identify shoplifting patterns,

11111111 1111 11111111111111

89. Explain cash flow concepts, 11111



. .

COMPETENCIES EVALUATION

Performance Knovledge

1_ 2 3 DR 1 2=RI'
USE PRODUCT KNOWLEDGE AND CUSTOMER SERVICE INFORMATION

11111
11111111

111.11

90. Ex,lain iivortance of .roduct knowled:e

11111
91 Explain importance of customer service.

92 List sources oi roduct knowledge.

93 List sources of customer service information.
,

SELL MERCHANDISE
.

.

94. Demonstrate selling skills.

95. Explain buying motives.

,96. Identify selling strategies.

97. Explain basic principles of selling as it relates to self-service situations.

98 Explain basic principles of impulse buying.

99 Demonstrate ability to translate produce knowledge/customer service information

into customer benefits.

ECONOMIC PRINCIPLES '

.

100; Reco:nize economic activities.

101. Analyze consumer behavior.

102 Describe roduct utility.
..

103, Identify economic resources.

104. Anal ze business risks.

105, Define market rice.

106. Define principles of,suPply and demand.

107. Define com.etition.
IIIIIIIIIIIII

108. Com.are economicmtems.
111111111111

allIl
109. Identif economic freedoms.

i

110. Identif business activities.

111 Define ross national roduct.

111111

1111111

112. Analyze business cycles, .

.....---
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COMPETENCIES

$1-1

EVALUATION

Performance Knowledge

2 3 DNP2 3 DNP 1

...............44..........

.:.............

.......I.....

. .

6

%*

1

r t

TEACHER COMMENTS:

Performance

1. Can do all parts of the task - needs job entry

supervision.

2. Can do most parts of the task - needs close

supervision.

3. Can do simple parts of the task - needs extremely

close supervision.

DNP Did noz participate in this part of the course.

68

Evaluation Codela

Knowledge

1. Can explain how and when a task must be done - can

analyze facts and principles.

2. Can name most steps in doing a task - can explain

simple facts and principles.

3. Can id itify parts, tools and understands simple

facts _bout the task.

DNP Did not participate in this,part of the course.



STUDENT COMPETENCY PROFILE Rutland Area Vocational-Technical Center

Rutland, Vermont 05701 Tel. (802) 773-1990

Student Number:
Vocational Program:

Electrical/Plumbing (Building Trades)

Student Name: Vocational Teacher:
Year: 1985-86

COMPETENCIES EVALUATION

Performance Knowled:e

1 2 3 DNP 1 2 3 DNP

1. Demonstrates safet 'recautions in use of materials tools and eqv Anent,
1111

IIMEMMil
11111

2. Maintains a. ro,riate ,ersonal h :iene.

3, Arrives on time and attends each da
.

4, Works cooperatively with fellow workers.

5, Follows instructions willin:1 and accepts constructive criticism.
11111

III

MI
111111

.

all

III
6, Respects value of school and personal propertyand cares for it properly,

7, Identif ,ersonal work-related areas.
.

S. Identif .ersonal work-related values.

9. Identify three_personal strengths and three vocational or educational skills.

10. Review the qualifilcation: requird for a specific occupation and identify how to

meet those lualilkations,.s; does not have.

11, Demonstrate ialzIlia6ty with the following souces of job information: a) newspaper

ads, b) Vermont 7ob Service, c) school placement services, d) employment agencies,

el personal, cont:acts.

2, IdenLiy three local employers in a chosen occupational field and list their

addresses and phone numbers as well as,their start ! w 0.. 1 1' I o II. 1

13. Prepare a 0.ata sheet/resume which includes education, interests, work experience,

and three ersonal references with addresses and hone numbers.

14. Fill out correctly a sam le ob a..lication.

15. Demonstrate the ability to make a job interview appointment by phone and

participate in a real or mock job interview with a follow-up evaluat'on.

16. Demonstrate understanding of employer expectations; such as, working under

swervision, as.roriate dress and lan:ua:e and com.leting assi:ned tasks on time.



COMPETENCIES EVALUATION

Performance Knowledge

2 3 DNP 1 2 3 DIT

17. Identify and demonstrate the proper use of plumbing and electrical
Dower tools.

18. Demonstrate use of basic math skills in ,lumbin. and heatin! usin ........

fi ures.

19. Demonstrate use of basic math skills to add1 subtract, divide, and multiply.

20. Describe andidentify.>
21. Demonstrate abilit to thread ta and connect all t es of .i, .

22. Describe and demonstrate ability to solder copper pipe and fittings. 11111.11
23.

ability to picture piping through isometrics.
.Demonstrate

24. Use IBR method for figuring heat loss.

25. Describe and identify all the differences between boilers and furnaces.

26. Interuet and analyze blueprint specifications.

27. Understand and demonstrate solar ener: rinci.les,

28. Demonstrate basic water tests for hardness, PH and iron content.

29. Size the pump tank and piping for a domestic water system.

30. Demonstrate knowledge of state plumbin: code.

31. Understand and maintain
sp._plue,_smL.itoji_s_artj_L_pdcaas_i_tos_gartjlitl

capacitor run motors.

32. Know the location of the primary plumbing inflow and outflow valves and lines.

33. Draw basic wiring diag:rams for burner and pumm controls.

34. Draw schematics for series and parallel electrical circuits and atk .r .

calculations.
.

35. Know the difference between AC and DC power.

36. Identify and install electrical boxes and enclosures,

37 Identif and determine wire sizes ackets and uses b use of code book,

38. Identify and use connectors, lugs,t tape, staples and all related supplies

for installing electricalegulegIL____________

Understand the electrical forces causing reactive forces_such as magnetism.
,39.

40 Demonstrate the use of the national electric code,



COMPETENCIES

=.1....k
41. Draw sin le and three hase wave forms.

42. Understand_atidcWitme,caacitor start, capacitor start/capacitor

run singluh2se motors.

43. Describe how to check for faulty overloads, switches and bearlalailures.

44. Use volta e and am erage meters to check for electrical problems.

45. Define and draw self and mutual inductance within a coil.

46. Define and draw capacitance in a given circuit.

47. Explain and draw a basic single phase transformer,

EVALUATION

Performance Knowledge

2 3 DNP 1 2 3 DNP

48, Explain,nd draw a flourescent light circuit schematic.

49. SeorilLthelowel_Ellgtrol circuits in a control panel.

0.pnimmimma

TEACHER COMMENTS:

Evaluation Codela

Performance Knowledge

1. Can do all parts of the task - needs job entry 1, Can explain how and when a task must be done - can

supervision, analyze facts and principles.

2. Can do most parts of the task - ne,eds close 2. Can name most steps in doing a task - can explain

supervision, simple facts and principles.

3, Can do simple parts of the task - needs extremely 3. Can identify parts, tools and unizstands simple

, close supervision. facts about the task.

DNP Did not participate in this part of the course. DNP Did not participate in this,part of the course,
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STUDENT COMPETENCY PROFILE

Student Number:

Student Name:

Rutland Area
Vocational-Technical Center

Rutland, Vermont:05701

Vocational Program: Electronics

Vocational TeaCher:

Tel. (802) 773-1990

year: 1985-86

EVALUATIONCuMPETENCIES

Performance Knowledge

1 2 3 DNP
2 3 DNP

1. Demonstrates safety precautions in use of materials, tools and equipment,

2. Maintains appropriate personal hygiene.

3. Arrives on time and attends each day.

4. Works cooperatively
with fellow workers.

5. Follows instructions willingly and accepts constructive criticism.

6. Respects value of school and Personal ropert and cares for it .ro,erl
.

7. Identify personal work-related areas.

8. Ident:y personal work-related values.

IatijatiemaLlt)2139.Iderlths and three vocational or educational skills,
,

10, Review the qualifications required for,a specific occupation and identify how to

meet those Ealifications s/he does not have,

11. Demonstrate familiarity with the following sources of job information: a) newspAper

ads, b) Vmont Job Service, c) school placement services, d) employment ageRcies,

c) personal contacts.

12. Identify three local employers in a chosen occupational field and list their

addresses and phone numbers as well as their startipsuzatal;ion.
_

13. Prepare a data sheet/resume which includes
education, interests, work experience,

and three .ersonal references with addresses and 'hone numbers.
.

14. Fill out correctly_a_pmple job application.

15. Demonstrate the ability to make a job interview appointment by phone and

participate in a real or mock job interview with a follow-u valuation.

16. Demonstrate understanding of employer expectations; such as, working under

supervision, appropriate dress and language, and completing_assigned tasks on time.



COMPETENCIES EVALUATION

Performance Knowled e

------ 2 3 DNP 1 2 3 DNP
17. Perform test using__thefolluintesteuimuldmaterial:

ENE
111111

III

111111

MEM

III
a; VOM.

III
II

III

IIII
II

1111

111111111111

1111

b. Function gemerator. _--___
c. Logic probe.

d. DC power supply.

e. AC power supply.

f. Stereo analysis.

111
g. TV analysis.

h. Tube tester.

III 11

11

NM

1111
al

i. Transistor tester.

J. Oscilloscope.

II
111111

1111111

1111

11111.

111111

111

1
III

MUM
11111

IIIIIIII
MIME
Willa

IN
EN

111

III

1111111

k, Picture tube tester.

1. Z meter.

, Isolation transformer.

n. Sam's Photofact Index.

o. Frequency meter.

18. Analyze and construct DC circuits.

19. Identify, naintain, adjust and use hand tools.

20. Express a knowledge of the nature of matter.

21. Identify sources of electrical energy. III

11111

11111

22. Identify r.omponents and construct a circuit from schematics.

23. Solder, desolder and iabricate circuits.

24. Perform necessary calculations to analyze basic and complex circuits.

25. State, measure and calculate current in circuits.

26. State. measure and calculate voltage in circuits.

111INS
ill

1
1111111111111

ill.
INN

27. Determint power in circuits.

28 Identify fuses power rating.

29 Solve .roblems using Ohm's Law.



...... ,

COMPEINCIES EVALUATION
.

. Performance Knowledge

2 DNP 1 2 3 DNP

29. Solve problems using Ohm's Law.

III
III

II
111111111

INN
Ell III

30. Identify series circuits.

31. Identif .arallel circuits.
11111

cill III
.

III

IN

32. Calculate for unknown values in simple circuits.
_ IIIIII IIII

III

33. Trace current flow in series-parallel circuits.

1111
11111111

IIIII

II

IIII

111 Ill
11111

11111

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII

1111111111

IIIIII

II
34. Measure and calculate quantities in series-parallel circuits.

35. Construct a sim le electromagnet and check its operation.

36. Identify fuses, circuit breakers, ground fault systems and equipment grounds.

37. Describe and construct AC circuits. MOM

II

38. Identify alternating current devices.

39. Calculate uantities of alternating current.

40. Identif AC .enerator comonents.

41. Identify and solve for values of inductance.

III
42 Identif and solve for values of capacitance.

111
MENIII

------
43. Determine RC time constants in cihuits.

44% Solve for resonance in RLC circuits. --------___
45. Determine band width in RLC circuits.---.._.-

III IIIII
III

...--_
46. Discuss the nature of P-N unction diodes.

47 Construct and measure rectifier circuits.

48. Calculate filter circuits. III
II OM

III
. Describe and measure characteristics of Laid state devices.......____

,

50. Describe and construct ana Ilu issuits. NE
III

MN
51. Identify PNP and NPN transistor block diagrams and schematics.

11111

est transistors.

-. re voltage and resistance in transistor circuits. II IIIEMI
1111
NMI

54. Identify basic types of transistor circuits.
.."'"......................

55. Plot a transistor output characteristic curve. 11
.56. Calculate the overall :ain of a multistage amdifier circuit. MINI

So 81



COMPETENCIES EVALUATION

Performance Knowledge

3 DNP2 3 DNP 1 2

57. Construct, test and measure circuits containing operational amplifiers.

1111111111111111

111111

NI

IIII

1
111011111

IIIM
AIN

III
MI

II

III
II

IIII

II
III

IIII

58. Describe and construct digital circuits.

,

59. Program computers using "Basic" and "Moniter" language.

60. Maintain technical records and write reports.

Iin
IN
III II

111

1111

IIIIII
II

IIII

IN

1111

III"
I
111111

II
IMMIll

_ 11111

IN
TEACHER COMMENTS: ...11.,.1MN

12122.2121alene

Performance

1. Can do all parts of the task - neede job entry

supervision.

2. Can do most parts of the task - needs close

supervision.

3. Can do simple parts of the task needs extremely

, close supervision.

DNP Did not participate in this part of the course.

82

Knowledge

1. Can explain how and when a task must be done - can

analyze facts and principles.

2. Can name most steps in doing a task - can explain

simple facts and principles.

3. Can identify parts, tools and understands simple

facts'about the task.

DNP Did not participate in this,part of the course.



STUDENT COMPETENCY PROFILE
Rutland Area Vocational-Technical Center

Rutland, Vermont 05701 Tel. (802) 773-1990

Student Number:
Vocational Program: Graphics, Arts

Student Name: 1
1411

Vocational Teador:
Year: 1985-86

ECOMPETENCIES VALUATION

Performance Kno.ledge

1 2 3 DNP2 3 DR
1. Demonstrates safety precautions in use of materials, tools and equipment,

2. Maintains appropriate personal hygiene.

3. Arrives on time and attends each day.

4. Works coo.erativel with fellow workers.

5. Follows instructions willialand accen_constructive criticism.

6. Resoects value of school and_personal property and cares for it properly.

7. Idellill_pirlanal work-related areas.

8. Identify persomi ,,:k-related values.

9. dentifv,three ..-,onal stren ths old three vocational or educational skills.

10. Re-view the qualifiations required for'a specific occupation and identify how to

meet thosegualifications s/he does not have.
.

11. Demonstrat f.miliarity with the following sources of job informtion: a) newspaper

ads, b) Vermont Job Service, c) school placement services, d) employment agencies,

ersonal contacts.

12. Identify three loud employers in a chosen ocwational field and l!st their

p

addresses and phone numbers as w91,1 _al their st,tinc waM.1 ./ 1. 1 1

.13. Prepare a data sheet/resume which includes education, intarest3, work experience,

and three .ersonal references with addrerqualiftanumbers.
-

14. Fill out correctlyasAmplelob application.

.
..". Demonstrate the ability to make a job interview appointment by phone and

--2--1--------P---""articiateinarealorinocIlafollow-uevaluation, ...

16. Demonstrate understanding of employer expectations; such as, working under

sipIerv_isLo1222.rarja,teciressaLLIdlanugLE, and completing assieed tasks on time.
.



.
,

EVALUATIONCOMPETENCIES

. .
. Performance Knowledge.

.

2 3 DNP 1 2 3 DNP
...._

17. Randlec combustibles a e
, III III

11111

18. Knows complete camera set-up.

1111

1111

19. Load and unload copy from copyboari.

20. Use proportional wheel correctly.

II III
22, Set tine and f/stop properly,

III MISS
23. Positions lamps.

..____. 1111 1111111IS24. Select film and proper size.

III

Ifil III
25. Load and unload film.

26. Use all developing chemicals properly.

111 III II

,

MI

11111
27. Tape negatives to light table and mask.

28, Cut windows in mask.

III
29. Rule lint on negatives.

Orli
515
MIMI

30. Opaque negatives,
.

11111

II31. Strips ig multi-color runs.

32. Cut windows around halftones.
.

33. store flats.

111 111111

MIN

Ira

III
III

III 111

,

34. Position plate and flat in vacuum frame.

35. Operate vacuum frame.

IMII

36. Set timer for exposure.

III Ill

I.
37. Develop plates in sink. .--------------
38. Use proper developing chemical.

p 1111

NM'39. Gum and preserve plats.

40. Know basic press operation and set-up.

[ 41. Know reproduction techniques.

IIII III

-I

'-11111

(

,

42. Know and identify paper.

I
43. Identify paper grain direction,

44. Understand paper weights and substances, 11111 Ill
11111111111111111111

45, Know paper finishes.

86 8/



COMPETENCIES EVAIATION

Performance Knowled e

3.DNP1 23DNP4
46. Know theory of mixing ink.

47. Use ink rducing agents.

LW
11111I NE
ild

II
1111

II

48. Now consistency of ink flow.

49. Know composition of ink (ingredients).

-....__....

50 Remove press rollers.

51. Properly clean press rollers.

52. Remove and replace rubber blankets.

53. Know how to properly clean blankets.

54. Pack plate and blanket.

55. Clean and polish cylinders.

56. Oil and grease presses.
,

57. Add ink to press.

III

II
58. Add fountain concentrate to press.

59. Load stock.

60. Adjust air, vacuum, sped, impre. ssion and register boaret

61. Compute best paper cuts.

I MI
..4-

I

I

62. Jog and align stock in paper.cutter.

63. Perform power paper cuts. ....,.....=1..
64. Remove and repla7e cutter blade.

65. Adjust feeder system on paper folder.

--16:---ich-
paper

67. Set power,punch for drilling paper holes,
-...........

_.....-

ii....1s;
.

69. Know different kinds of proofs. - .--.
70. Typewrite and_paste-up copy.

71 Read and mark roofs.

....

72. Identify proofreaders marks.

.

Perform duties of .roofreader.



COMPETENCIES EVALUATION

Performance

-----...0

Knowledge

1 2 3 DR2 3 DNI1
....-- _

74. Perform duties of proofnarker.

75. Perform functional operations of computer.

II
,...m.m,, 1

76. Know computer keyboard.

IIII I

,

77. Identify type sizes and faces.
.

.

.

Care for software.

Th. Know how to edit copy.
.

80. Know how to justify co,y.

81. Demonstrate techniques rf mixing on line styles.

IIII

82. Understands the total nvber of lines per inch for type size.

83. Demonstrate senCng typeset copy to typesetter,

84. Performs processing techniques.

85. Use manuals, guides and literature pertaining E0 the Graphic Arts trade.

86. Maintain job tickets and manuscripts pertaining to the Graphic Arts trade.

IIIIII

1111
.......----.

,.

111111111
TEACHER COMMENTS: ...6111 ...

121.211211,Codela

Performance

1. Can do all parts of the task - needs job entry

supervision.

2. Can do most parts of the task - needs close

supervision.

Can do simple parts of the task - needs extremely

close supervision. ni,

DNP Did not participatiN this part of the course.

.
Knowledge

1. Can explain how and when a task must be done - can

analyze faas and Wnciples.

2. Can name most steps in doing a task - can explain

simple facts and principles.

3.:Can identify parts, tools and understands simple

facts about the task.

DNP Did not participate in this,part of the courlei



STUDENT COMPETENCY PROFILE
Rutland Area Vocational-Technical Center

Rutland, Vermont 05701

Vocational Program; Health Occupations

Vocational Teacher:

Student Number:

Student Name:

omel..

COMPETENCIES

Tel. (802) 773-1990

1.01..111110.1.11111171=IMINNI

1. Demonstrates safetv,icautions in use of mateljtIs tools and eguipment.

2. k..,uiliappropriate personal hygiene.

4. 'rkIrksaaamgilly_witLkllow
workers.

5. Follows instructions willingly and accepts: constructive criticism.

6. Rupects value of school and personal property and cares for it properly.

7. Identify personal work-related areas.

8. Identifyiersonal work-related values.

.rzal 1985-86

EVALUATION

Performance Knowledge

2 3 DNP 1 2 PM'
,wefax,

.111.0...111.11

9. Identify three personal strengths and three vocational or educational skills,

10. Re,tew the qualifications required for a specific occupation
and identify how t".,

meet those sualifications s/he does not have.

11. Demonstrate familiarity with the following sources of job information: a) newspaper

ads, b) Vermont Job Service, c) school placement services, d) employment agencies,

e) personal contacts.

12. Identify three local employers in a chosen occupational field and list their

addresses and phone numbers qualLthilums'

".=fte.

13. Prepare a data sheet/resum which tncludes edrAion,
interests, work experience,

;ae_pe.rsrxandttlalr*ferenceswii Aresses nhone numbers.

14. Fill out correctly a sample latia?cation.

15. Demonstrate the ability to make a job interview appointment by phone Ad

oarticipate in a real or mock ob interview with a follow-u evaluation.

16. Demonstrate
understanding of employer upectations; such as, working under

supervision, appropriate dress and language, and completing assigned tasks on time.

9'4



COMPETENCIES OALUATION

Performance bowled e

2 3 DNP 3 ONP17. Assist with physical examination.

IIIIIIIIIII 111.1118. Demonstrate techniques for positioning patients.

III1M 1111111111

ME

19. Measuring and recording height,and weight. NO=MIMIMN.IIIIIIIIII
1111111111

20. Demonstrate four methods of administering oxygen.

21, Demonstrate CPR using AHA standards.

22, Demonstrate First Aid procedures
using health industry standards.

111 IIIIIIEll
11111111

NM

1111111111111

II23. Demonstrate various medical sterile and aseptic techniques.

UMMINN IN
MillMOM

24. Measure and record vital signs.

25. Interpret prefixes, suffixes and root words of medical technology.

26. Interpret essential medical abbreviations. EINE27. Practice fire safety.

28. Practice safety procedures using various safety equipment. EOM
,

29. Practice body mechanics techniques.

1111 REIM
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII
NM
11111111111 ill

30. Identify and describe health field careers.

31 Assist with minot surgery.

32: Mount and record electrocardiagram.

33 Demonstrate techniques for positioning, moving and transfering patients. IIIIIIN II
34. Demonstrate techniques for various bedmaking procedures.

1111 M 111111

1111111111111
11111111111IN

Mill 11111111111
1111111111,

III 111
ME
1111111111

Mill
111111111

35. Administer personal hygiene techniques.

36. Measure and record intake and outiut.

NI
IIIII

37. Demonstrate techniques fell2dir_j_ati.2Lts.._
38 Assist patients with bedpan/urinal.

9. Demonstrate emptying urinary drainage bag.

40. Collect specimens. II
MIN

,

Min
1111111 III

...nawaw+

... 111111111111...



COMPETENCIES EVALUATION

Performance Knowledge

2 3 DNP2 3 DNP 1

.

1

1

TEACHER COMMENTS:

Performance

1. Can do all parts of the task - needs job entry

supervision.

2. Can do most parts of the task - needs close

supervision.

3. Can do simple parts of the task - needs extremely

close supervision.

DNP Did not participate in this part of the course.

4R

Evaluation CodeKez

Knowledge

1. Can explain how and when a. task must be done - can

analyze facts and principles.

2. Can name most steps in doing a task - can explain

simple facts and principles.

3. Can identify parts, tools and.understands simple

facts about the task.

DNP Did not participate in this,part of the course.

9'1



STUDENT COHPETENCY PROFILE

Stmdent Number:

Student Name:

Rutland Area Vocational-Technical Center

Rutland, Vermont 05701

Vocational Program: Human Services

Vocational Teacher:

Tel. (802) 773-1990

Year: 1985-86

CO1PETENCIES
EVALUATION

Performance Knowledge

2 3 DNP 1 123 DNP,.---.....------------------------

1. Demonstrates safety_precautions in use of materials, tools and equiuent.

.

2. Maintaknumoriate .ersonal h :iene.

3. Arrives on time and attends each da .

4. Works cooperatively with fellow workers.

5. Follows instructions willingly and accepts constructive criticism.

6. Res ects value of school and personal, property and cares for it properly.

7. Identify personal work-related areas.

.8. Identify personal work-related_values.

9. Identify three .ersonal stren:ths and three vocational or educational skills.

10. Review the qualifications required'foria specific otcupation and identify how to

meet those qualifications s/he does not have.

II. Demonstrate familiarity with the following sources of job information: a) newspaper

ads, b) Vermont Job Service, c) school placement services, d) employment agencies,

.ersonal contacts.

,

12. Identify three local employers in a chosen occupational field and list their

addresses and hone numbers as well as their %twine wpes_and hirin iaformarinn_

13. Prepare a data sheet/resume which includes education, interests, work experience,

and three personal references with addresses and phone numbers.

14. Fill out correctly a sample job application.

15. Demonstrate the ability to make a job interview appointment by phone and

urtici.ate in a real or mock 'ob interview with a follow-u. evaluation.

16. Demonstrate understanding of employer expectations; such as, working under

supervision, appropriate dress and language, and completing assigned tasks on time.

98



COMPETENCIES EVALUATION

Performance Knowled e

2..DP1 3 DNP___
Unit: Preschool

IIII

IIIIIMIIIMI

IIII 1111111

11111 1111

17. Set up and maintain a preschool lab.

18. Provide physical care for children, supervise free play, maintain working

environment.

19. Guide and encourage positive child behavior. III'
II Mu

ill
20. Define staps of early childhood development.

21. Prepare instructional materials. .

22. Plan and implement fine/gross motor skills for small/large groups, III 11111Ill
23. Plan and implement art, craft, music, science, social studies, math, drama,

and creative activities for small/large groups.
III III

24. Select suitable toys and equipment.

11111
25. Formulate health care policy.

26. Describe procedures for emergency treatment.

27. Describe communicable diseases and need for immunization.

III

III

IIIII

III

III

1
1111

1111

III

11111

28. Identify good nutrition.

21). Plan suitable nutritious menus for clients.

30. Determine Food Shopping Strategies.

31. Prepare meals, demonstrate kitchen management and clean up.

32. Recognize special dietary needs of clients. III
111111 11111

33. Utalize techniqu:s to encourage clients to eat nutritionally.

, Unit: Communication ,

11111111

34. Demonstrate skills for communicating with clients.
.

35, Demonstrate skills for communicating with supervisors and peers.
IIIII MN

36. Read and follow instructions.
.

.

37. Write legibly and appropriately.
.

38. Read aloud to clients (individual/group).

1111.

39. Demonstrate observation and listening skills.

1
40 Keep records, notebook and journal. 11111

10 0
10 i



EVALPATIONCOMPETENCIES
.

.

Performance Knowled e

3 DNP 23DNP
41. Use audio-visual equipmet..

Unit: Elderly
.

42. Define h sical as.ects of kin:.

43. Describe mental and psychological changes of the aging process.

44. Explain socio-economic chanles related to a:in: cllents.

45. Identify services and living arrangements for the elderly.

46. List housekee.in and clerical tasks to be .erformed for the elderl
.

1111111111111
47. Create and resent art craft musical .11 sical part .lannin: for small III III

large groups.
,

....... 'NEM
III

IIIIII
IIII

4S. Identify sta:es and or .roblems concernin: death d in: and the terminall ill.

Unit: Disabled

IIIOa==NI11111111
49. Define three areas of develo.mental disabilities.

50. Itlapret P.L. 94-1420ection 504.

IIIII. 11111
51. Evaluate accessability of public buildings for disablcd.

111111.11 11111 .

52. List community services available to the disabled.

MEM
OWNNMI

MIN IIIMI
mIIIIII
1111111111

51. Contrast advantages/disadvantages of home/institutional care.

54. Ex lain amniocentises.

55. Ex.lain basic livin: skills special health .roblems and tlothin: needs of

the disabled.

11111 IIIII
56. Explain ways the disabled

can become more contributing and active members of 1111
school and societ .

,

11111
'Unit: School Age

Ill
157. Demonstrate an understandin: of school a:e develo.ment.

58. Plan a variety of activities for small/large groups.

11
III

111159. Evaluate TV and media .resentations for school a:e children.

60. Describe child abuse co.in: measures and services available.

61. Describe dealing with divorce.
. IIIIIIII

. Describe .rocedures for foster care. III IIIIIIIIIIII

102
103



COMPETENCIES EVALUATION

Perf)rmanee Knowledge

2 3 DNP 1 2 3 DN10

Unit: Adolescents
11111 IIII

illNM

11

II

IIII

11111111

1111111111

11111111111

1111
MI

11111.

III

111111

RIM

IIIII

RIM

11111

III

63. Demonstrates an understanding of adolescent development.

64. Identifies sex, drug and sex experimentation. IIIII

IIIIII

11111111111

IIENE
MIN
IIIIIIIIIII

111111

65. Identify five contrace.tion methods-advanta es/disadvanta es.

66. Demonstrate knowledge of conception, signs of pregnancy. 'MIME
67. List effects of nutrition, drugs, disease, exercise on re nanc .

68. State alternative open to re nant teens and roblems Li-teen-mania es..

69. List advantages/disadvantages of different methods of birth.

70. Define symptons, treatments for S.T.D.

71. Recognize s sm.toms of de.ression .revention of suicide.

72. List factors contributinuoylinquency in adolescents.

73. Recognize causes and ramifications of eatin: disorders.

11111

III

MEM.
II III

.

.

1

11111
111111

11111IR=
IIIIIIII 11

TEACHER COMMENTS:

Performance
MIME

Evaluation Code Key

Knowledge

1. Can do all parts of the task - needs job entry 1. Can explain how and when a task must be done - can

supervision. . analyze facts and principles.

2. Can ,..lo most parts of the task - needs close 2. Can name most steps in doing a task - can explain

supervision. simple facts and principles.

3. Can do simple parts of the task - needs extremely 3. Can identify parts, tools and understands simple

close supervision, facts about the task.

DNP Did not participate in this part of the course. DNP Did not participate in this,part of the course.

104 lOb



STUDENT COMPETENCY PROFILE Rutland Area Vocational-Technical Center

Rutland, Vermont 05701

Student Number:
Vocational Program: Machine Trades

Student Name:
Vocational Teacher:

Tel. (802) 773-1990

Year: 1985-86

COMPETENCIES EVALUATION

Performance howledge

1 2 3 DNP2 3 DNP

1. Demonstrates,safety precautions in use of materials, tools and equipment.

2. MaintaigappalhiejL__

3. Arrives on time and attends,pach day.

4. Works cooperatively with fellow workers.
....._

5. Follows iastructions willingly,and accepts constructive criticism.

6. Ressects value of school and personal property,and caresholluma____..

7. Identify_personal work-related areas.

8. Identify personal work-related values.

9. Identify three personal strengths and three vocational or educational skills.

10. Review the qualifications requiredlorta specific occupation and identify how to

meet those .ualifications s/he does not have.

11. Demonstrate familiarity with the following sources of job information: a) newspaper

ads, b) Vermont Job Service, c) school placement services, d) employment agencies,

e) personal contacts.

12. Identify three local employers in a chosen occupational field and list their

addresses and phone_numbers as well as theIT startine
waves and hirinrY, information., ,

13. Prepare a data sheet/res6e which
includes education, interests, work experience,

and three personal references with addresses and phone numbers.

14. Fill out correctlusale job application.

.

,

15. Demonstrate the ability to make a job interview appointaent by phone and

.artici.ate in a real or mock 'ob interview with a follow-u. evaluation.

16. Demonstrate understanding of employer expectations; such as, working under

su.ervision a..ro riate dress and lan:ua:e, and comdetin. assi:ned tasks on time.

106
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COWIETENCIES EVALUATION

Performance Knowledge

2 3 DKr 1 2 3 DNP17. Reads and
interprets blueprint and

specification sheets.

184 Performs basic shop math.

19. Maies precision measurements with micrometers,
calipers, gauges and indicators.

20. Operates hardness tester.

21. Operates and maintains
power and hand tools.

22. Locates needed information on wall charts and from reference manuals.

23. Completes layout work accurately with
simi-precision tools.

24. Maintains and performs minor repairs on machines.

25, Performs bench work operations.

26. Performs machine drilling operations.

27. Sets up and operates an engine lathe.

28. Sets up and operates a vertical miller.

29. Sets up and operates a surface grinder.

30. Sets up and operates a vertical
ccintour band saw.

31. Sets up and operates metal cutting band saw and power hack saw.

32. Sets up and operates a universal miller.

33. Sets up and operates a dividin head.

34. Sets up and operates an optical comparator.

35. Constructs sim le fixtures.

108 109
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COMPETENCIES

EVALUATION

Performance Knowledge

2 3 DNP 1 2 3 DNP

cl

TEACHER COMMENTS:

110
Performance

1, Can do all parts of the task - needs job entry

supervision.

2. Can do most parts of the task - needs close

supervision.

3. Can do simple parts of the task - needs extremely

close supervision.

DNP Did not participate in this part of the course.

E212211221221ue

=momil.aMdMIA

Knowledge

1. Can explain how and when a task must be done - can

analyze facts and principles,

2. Can name most steps in doing a task - can explain

simple facts and principles.

3. Can identify parts, tools and understands simple

facts about the task.

DNP.Did not participate
in this,part of the course.
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STUDENT COMPETENCY PROFILE
Rutland Area Vocational-Technical

Center

Rutland, Vermont 05701
Tel. (802) 773-1990

Student Number:
Vocational Program:

Metal Fabrication/Welding

Student Name:
Vocational Teacher:

Year: 190-86

COMPETENCIES EVALUATION

Performance Knowledge

1 2 3 DNP2 3
v
DNP

1. Demonstrates saleturicautions in use of materials tools and Nuipment.

2. Maintains appropriate personal hygiene.

3. Arrives on time and attends each da . .

4. Works cooperatively with fellow workers.'

5. Follows instructions willingly and accepts constructive criticism.

6. Res.ects value of school and ,ersonal .ro.ertv and cares for it .ro.eri .

7. Identify personal work-related areas.

8. Identif .ersonal work-related values.

9. Identify three personal strengths and three vocational or educational skills.

10. Review the qualifications required'foria
specific occupation and identify how to

meet those qualifications s/he does not have.

11. Demonstrate familiarity with the following sources of job information: a) newspaper

ads, b) Vermont Job Service, c) school placement services, d) employment agencies,

e) personal contacts.

12. Identify three local employers in a chosen occupational field and list their

addresses and phone numbers as well as,thal: startila waoes_inA hiring infnmeinn.

13. Prepare a data sheet/resume which
includes education, interests, work experience,

and three.personal references with addresses and phone numbers.

14. Fill out correctly a sample job application.

15. Demonstrate the ability to make a job interview appointment by phone and

particiatiock'ob interview with a follow-u evaluation.

16. Demonstrate understanding of employer expectations; such as, working under

,app_r_opriateclressancliatip_L_JusupervisioTluage,andcoletinassined tasks on time.
.....1.......r.
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EVALUATION.COMPETENCIES

Performance Knowled:e

2 3 DNP 3 DNP-
17. Iaentifyj maintain, and use common hand tools, II. NM

III18 Identif maintain and use pgier hand tools. N
19 Identify common metals by basic sizes,and shapes. III

111111111

MRII20. Identify, store and use welding consumable products. III

21 Read Blue.rints. .111
22. Use measurin; devices. 111111 1111SR
23. Operate and maintain hand operated throatless shear.

11111

24, Operate and maintain off hand rinder. IMO
25. Select and la out materials for fabrication.

11111

26, Prepare materials for fabrication. MI
111111

MR

11111

27. Operate and maintain horizontal band saw.

28. Operate and maintain Scotchman ironworker h draulic shear.

29. Operate and maintain Scotchman ironworker unch.

III
al

1111
11111

II.

III

11111

II
SR

30. Operate and maintain Scotchman iron worker notcher.
,

31. Operate and maidtain Di-acro h draulit press brake.

32, Operate and maintain elpt foot manual brake.

33, Sharpen twist drills,

III

IllffilIN
,

34. Operate and maintaildrill_press.

35. Calculate and set drill speeds;

36. Operate aLesupiment.ndmaintainox-fuelv.

III

I

II

,

37. Demonstrate ox -fuel w ldin rocesses.'

38. Demonstrate oxy-fuel cuttin rocesses.

39. Operate and maintain shielded metal arc MOM
11111

IIIIII

NM
MIN=II40. Demonstrate shielded metal arc welding processes.

41. Use Electrodes (E6010, E7018, E6013 E7014, E7024 in various .ositions.

42. Become certified by AWS for code 1.D1.1 structura single test late. MINI MI
43. Become certified by AWS for code 1 D1.1 structural two test lates. III IIIIII1011MI44, Become certified for code: ASME IX art W hi ressure.

114 110



COMPETENCIES
EVALUATION

Performance Knowledge

1 2 3 DR2 3 HP
45. Oierate and maintain

:as tun:sten arc weldin: e.ui,ment.
11111

Mill
IIIIII

111111111

1 III
III

46. Demonstrate as tun sten arc,weldin,
recesses.

47. Operate and maintain as metal arc weldin e uioment.

48. Demonstrate as metal arc weldin
rocesses,

1111111 11111
111111111111

in
111111.1

49. Demonstrate flux core arc welqn rocesses.

111111

1111111.1NM
50, Demonstrate submer ed arc weldin

roces$es.
.

.

51, 0.erate and maintain
carbor arc mi.ment.

52. Demonstrate carbon arc ou in and cuttin rocesses,
III III

11.Operateanclailp_jaassu_sItainlaspieldineuinwt. MUM 1111111111

Ell
1154. Demonstrate lasma arc weldin

rocesses.

55. Demonstrate lasma arc cutting processes,

11111111

111.III
11111

III56, Determine elements of metals.

57. Ins ect welds for ualit and enetration. all 1111 II58, Order materials f.a. ro ects.
'

111111111UPS59. Price materials for selection.

11111160, Maintain to ect records.

111111111111161. Pre are billin
.

III Mil
111111111

1111111 elm
TEACHER COMMENTS:

Performance

1. Can do all parts of the task - needs job entry

supervision,

2. Can do most parts of the task - needs close

supervision.

3. Can do simple pelts of the task - needs extremely

close supervision.

DNP Did not participate in this part of the course.

1161.4

Eyks4,22.1,$).21

Knowledge

1, Can explain how and when a task must be done - can

analyze facts and principles.

2. Can name most steps in deng a task - can explain

simple facts and principles.

3. Can identify parts, tools and understands simple

facts about the task.

DNP Did not participate in this,part of the course.

1111=mmilmw 111



STUDENT COMPETENCY PROFILE
Rutland Area Vocational-Technical Center

Rutland, Vermont 05701 Tel. (802) 77-0

Student Number:
Vocational Program: Power/Agriculture Mechanics

Student Name:
Vocational Teacher:

Year: 1985-86

COMPETENCIES EVALUATION

Performance Knowledge

2 3 DNP 1 2 3 DNP

1. Demonstrates safety recautions in use of oaterials tools and e ui ment.

111111

1111

EMI

_

2. Maintains appropriate personal hygiene.

3. Arrives on time and attends each day.

-
4. Works cooperatively with fellow workers.

5 Follows instructions willin:l and accots constructive criticism.

6. Respects value of school and personal property and cares for it .ro.erl
.

7. Identif ,ersonal work-related areas.

8. Identify personal work-related values.

9. Identify three personal strengths and three vocational or educational_skills.

10. Review the qualifications reolired for a specific occupation and identify how to

meet those qualifications s/he does not have.

,

11. Demonstrate familiarity with the following sources of job information: a) newspaper

ads, b) Ve:mont Job Service, c) school placement services, d) employment agencies,

_si Qrsonal contacts.

12. Identify three local employers in a chosen occupational field and list their

addresses and phone numbers
alalLiklielljtissing wagetanci hirin? infnrmation.

13. Prepare a data sheet/re6me which includes education, interests, work experience,

and three .ersonal references with addresses and 'hone numbers.

14. Fill out correctly a sample jolapnlicat!on.

15. Demonstrate the ability to make a job interview appointment by phone and

particizate in a real or mock job interview with a follow-up evaluation.

16. Demonstrate understanding of employer expectations; such as, working uncle!

supervision, appropriate dress and lan:ua:e and copletin assi:ned tasks on time.



COMPETENCIES

SHOP CARE AND SAFETY

17. Know and practice
care and use of hand and ower tools.1.,,N.....".

18. OPerate lifting equi ment and su ortin: mi.mentI I

EVALUATION

Perfortance Knowledge

2 3 DR

111111111111111111111111

1111111111111

1111111111111111111111111MUM 111111111111

OWNMIN =Ill
11111111111 MEM

1111111111181
MINIM MEM
111111111 111111111111WM MIN
111111E MEMMEN mill

askets and thermostats. 1111111111SIM
ENE 1111111111111
MIN MUM
1111111111111
MEM NEMMI MINN

11111111
NNE NEMO
MIME
MINS MIME
MEIN IN=
11111111 NMI
maui 11111111

19. Know and practice
applicable maintenance ( anitorial skills) to

agriculture mechanics,

ENGINE MAINTENANCE AND OVERHAUL

ower and

20. Check and/or replace ignition cables.

21. Service spark plug.

22, Select and change oil, air, fuel and pollution control

23. Adjust carburetor, high, idle, idle sto and choke.

24. Dia nose, re air, re lace in'ectors filters and liners on com ression and

filters,

ignition engines.

25.
Replacerinis2mallader,place seals and &tell__

a Grind valves and seals to correct an:le.

27. Service coolinys stem water um s 'radiators

WELDING SKILLS

28. Heat, gas weld, braze, and
cut with oaldsqylene torches.

29. Arc weld with an AD-DC arc welder in horizontal ositions.

DIRECT CURRENT ELECTRICITY

30. Test and service electrica o n

31, Troubleshoot re lace or re air start r'mo

32.Lissace or repair alternator--zenerator.

33. Jun start batter of vehicle tractor or farm truck ,

34. S lice and make wire connections.

EMINENT MAINTENANCE AND OVERHAUL

35. Check transmission and differential for lube service.

36. Check final drive and tor ue tube for lube service,

, Re lace rease fittin

121)
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EVALUATION

Performance Knowledge

2 3 DNP 1 2 3 DNP
EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE AND OVERHAUL (cont.)

III
38. Lubricate steering and chassis components.

39. Replace or service universal joints.

40. Replace, pack, adjust and service wheel bearings.
1

41. Service and check power steering reservoir and hydraulic reservoir.

42. Check and service drive belts.

43. Inspect, rotate, repair or replace tires.

EQUIPMENT OPERATION AND SAFETY

44. Operate and drive power and agriculture equipment.

FLUID POWER

45, Service and troubleshoot hydraulicastems,

46. Service and troubleshoot pneumatic 8ystems,

ALTERNATING CURRENT
.

47. Troubleshoot basic alternating current circuits.

,

BASIC TRADE SKILLS
.

48. Use written, oral or sketched instructions.

49. Add subtract multiply, or divide asreler/Liriculture Mechanics.

50. Use the decimal system as related to power and agriculture mechanics,

51. Use the metric system of meausrement as it applies to power and agriculture

mechanics.

52. Read and do mathematic calculations as the a'slv to the use of measurin:
,

devices (vernier, calipers.or micrometers) in power and agriculture mechanics

53. Do mathematical extensions as they apply to service report) bills, etc. in

the power and agriculture trade.

54. Prepare written trade reports as applicable to.power andlgriculture,
...._

55. Use common testin: and measurin. devices as r.lated to sower and alriculture

mechanics.

56. Practice time accountabilit in res. Ou'

122 123



COMPETENCIES EVALUATION

Performance Knowledge

L2_3 DNP 1 2 3 DNP

57.

58.

LILL__BASICTRADESELLScoi_
Utilize parts s)ecifications set down by manufacturer and parts supplier.

------,
Confirm parts in relation to serial and model number and inter ret schematics.

59. Keep inventory--avoid duplication of parts orders.

60. Create good customer and company relationships: i.e. exhibit good human

relationship skills,

1111111

------.
____

1

TEACHER COMMENTS:

.s....Romi=1.1....111MEM.r.

Performance

1. Can do all parts of the task - needs job entry

supervision.

2. Can do most parts of the task - needs close

supervision.

3. Can do simple parts of the task - needs extremely

close supervision.

DNP Did not participate in this part of the course.

124

Evaluation Code_Key

.....

Rnowledge,

1. Can explain how and when a task must be done - can

analyze facts and principles.

2. Can name most steps in doing a task - can explain

simple facts and principles.

3. Can identify parts, tools and understands simple

facts about the task,

DNP Did not participate in this.part of the course.

12b



STUDENT COMPETENCY PROFILE Rutland Area Vocational-Technical Center

Rutland, Vermont 05701 Tel. (802) 773-1990

Student Number:

Student Name:

Vocational Program:

Vocational Teacher:

SECRETARIAL

Year: 1985 - 86

COMPETENCIES-- EVALUATION

Performance Knowledge

2 3 DNP 1 2 3 DNP

1. Demonstrates safety precautions in use of materials, tools and equipment.

MI 11111 III
1111

1111

2. Maintains appropriate pe:sonal hygiene.

3. Arrives on time and attends eachilay.

4 Works c000eratively with fellow workers.

5. Follows instructions willinglyandm.

1111111
III
al IIII

IR
II

6. Respects value of school and personal property and cares for it properly.

7. Identify personal work-related areas.

8. Identifuersonal work-related values.

9. Identify three personal strenattundtreelocational or educational skills.

10, Review the qualifications required sfor e specific occupation and identify how to

meet those ualifications s/he does not have.

11. Devastrate familiarity with the following sources of job information: a) newspaper

ads, b) Vermont Job Service, c) school placement services, d) employment agencies,

ersonal contacts.

12. Identify three local employers in a chosen occupational field and list their

addresses and hone numbers as well as their starting laves and irinc, information,

,13. Prepare a data sheet/resume which includes education, interests, work experience,

and three personal references with addresses andlhone numbers. .

IFilloutcortleobai.ication.

15. Demonstrate the ability to make a job interview appointment by phone and

participate in a real or mock 'ob interview with a follow-u evaluation,

16. Demonstrate understanding of employer expectations; such as, working under

supervision, appropriate dress and language, and completing_ assigned tasks on time.

126
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COE EVALUATIONPETENCIES

Performance Knowledge

2 3 DNP 1 2 3 DNP

CYCLE 1

1111111 Ill._
17. Keyboarding

111111
A. Identifies and labels 'arts of the t awriter.

B. Demonstrates correct position for. typing. IL
IIIIIIIIIII

Ill

1111111111'11111

IN
111111

IIIMilUI
II

,mill
111

MIN

UII
III
III
111111

1,
111111

NM

III

III

C. Locates and o.erates home row keys.

D. Operates letter keys.

E. Operates figure keys .

P. Operate service keys.

18. T Des a simIle au,. .1212,

19. Centers simple copy horizontally 6 verticall
. III

111111.INN'
IN

II
II

i
II

MIN

MI

11,1

NU

20. Demonstrates knowledge of word divisiop .

21. Demonstrates proper erasiglechnlig.

22.
ArrangeszilmlITILIEEILEtEns,book reviews and letters .

23. Arran:es and t .es simlle business letters in bidulyle.

24. Arran'e aldlyallmal small enveopes. practke foldini.and inserting Ill
III III
MINMI

. procedure .

25. !Asembles t .es and c . , ..
,

26 Centers, arranges, and types simple multiple column tables
. _

27. Types topic outlines and unbound
repoIfts with/without footnotes

. IMO
II

III
IIIIII

28. Demonstrates ability to type with speeds of 30+WPM with 5 errors .

Mi.
II

, MEM,

CYCLE 11
1111111111111

29. Demonstrates use of grazer spelling composition and word division
. III gill

30. Demonstrates knowled:e of tv in from urarran:ed co EMI. III
31. Centers on lines of varying length and paper of various sizes

. aulon Imo
32. Demonstrates knowledge of letter placement table to arrange and type letters in

modified tloct and block styles

1111 1 111,..._____.

33 Demonstrates knowledge of rules of typing numbers and of cultilizatiom mon onsos
128



LawrimunalvnCOMPETENCIES

Performance Knovledge

2 3 DNP 1 2 3 DNP

34. Types complex reports from arranged and rough draft CODY with side headings

35. Types a left bound re ort with withou footnote

bibliography,and title pase,.

,36. Types complex tables including: main title, sub title column heading, footnotes

and figure alignments, boxed and ruled forms,

37. Organize and type: memos index cards tw,-1L.e form letters invoices minutes 1111

111111
of a meting,

appointment schedule for office applications,

38. Types an itenerar

39. Developes ability 6 type a variety of office forms

40. Demonstrates ability to type with ,=peeds of 4041PM with 5 errors .

CY.CLE 111

____---
41. Develops the ability to type on special size stationery

.

42, De.J.ops ability to type letters with special features
.

43, Develops skill in typing inter and intra office communications by typing complex c

memos, message reply memos and'telegranhic
nessarres .

4 . Organizns, sets un and tres_a variety of simulated office projects found in a

III
1111111

......._

typical business (applied office typing),

45, Demonstratelibility_to utilize memor t .ewriter 1 , 1 .: . ....

retrival and editing on a variety of practical jobs including repetitive

projects, memos and reports.

EMI46. Demonstrates ability to type with speeds of 50+WPM with 5 errors

47. Demonstrate ability to read and write shorthand outlines using appropriate short

hand principles and theory.

48. Illustrate instant recall of gregg brief forms.

49. Master the art of correct punctuation and spelling to be used in transcription.
.

50. Demonstrate ability to take and transcribe shorthand dictated at speeds of 40.1-WPM

with 95 % accuracy.



DVALMIIUNCOMPETENCIES

Perforunce Inowledp

2 3 DNP 1 2 3--DNP

ADVANCEE SHORTHAND/TRANSCRIPTION

IIIIII 1111 IIIIIII
51 Take dictation at speeds of 60 - 120 wam in order to produce mailable documents

i
III

III

111111aiim
IIIII 1111

from shorthand notes.

MACHINE TRANSCRIPTION

al
5. Operate the transcribing unit for efficient, fast,'accurate processing and II IIIIII

ME IIIII

IIIIIIIIII
MOEN

Ui
111111

MOM

11111II II
Ell

distribution of a variety of machine - dictated, mailable documents. III
II

ACCOUNTING---_----
53. Demonstrate knowledle of the role of Accountin in Business and in r(lation to 1111111

Ill
Ilii
III IIIII
1111111111111

1111

III tall

III

111111111111111

III

111.11111

MI
1111

III
111111

fundamental elements of accounting and equation.
__________

54. Analyze business transactions.

55. Record changes in accounts.

56. Journalize data and z9ival9_ttIe1edjer.

11111

IIIII

11111

1111

57. Prepare a trial balance and financial statements.

58 Close the ledger.

II

59 Maintain a checkin: account and reconeile the bank statement with the che 10 .

balance.

60. Establish, maintain, and re lenish the ett cash book.

61, Maintain payroll records.
1111

111111Ia
1E111

ELECTRONIC CALCULATOR

_-____________
62. DemonstrateJLIalchaeration of the calculator in the basic functions of miii

11111111111

MOE
IIIIII

addi:ion, subtraction, multiplication And division.
1111

63 Demonstrate the .ro er use of the memor re:ister 1 . . . ... .. . 1111

as: Accumulative and negative multiplication, a..l in: discounts exten. ,.

III
III

III

and auditin: in ..1 liarkon marku. and markdo

MAIL AND SHIPPING SERVICES

11111

64, Demonstrate proper handling and dispatch of incoming end outgoing mail includin

domestic mail and special postal services.
1111 1111

IIIIIII_

13d



EVALUATIONCOMPETOCIES

. Perfornance

.

Knowledge

1 2 3 DR

.

.

2 3 DNP
65. Demonstrate proper use of special shipping and mail

services available to

11111RV IIIIIIIII

III II
.business ,

DEALING WITH PUBLIC

66. Demonstrate the appropriate
speech and manner in greeting th public in a business 111111

office.

IIIII IIIII
07. Demonstrate the receptionist's role in scheduling appointments maintaining a 11111111111

011in

III

1111

111111111

iim

11111 111111111

IIIIIIIIIIII
11111111

11111

111111111

III

calendar, assisting callers, handling delays, and maintaining thf... schedule.

TELEPHONE TECHNIQUES

68. Demonstrate the proper voice, speech, vocabulary and business manner necessary

to handle incoming and outgoing calls in the office including the v triety of

phone services available to business ,

J1111111111111
Ill

MEM

1111111111111111

to
11111111

1 11111111111

IIIN
IIII

II.

1111111111

ISM
111111111111

IIIIIIIIIISlIMSlIM

II IIIII
MIN

IIIISISI=
III

WORD PROCESSING

69. Demonstrate knowledge of the development of Word Processing and the word process-

ing cycle,

555

70. Demonstrate the proper
uses of the operational parts of the minicomputer to enter,'"

edit, save, retrieve, and print a variety of business documents on the computer,

FILING

71. Demonstrate baaic filing and indexing rules and procedures and use them to

establish and maintain alphabetic, geographic, numeric and subject filing
555

systems

II
72. Demonstrate proper charge and transfer method and selection of filing equipment 555

and supplies .

.......... 111
OFFICE SIMULATION

1111111111111
73. Using the skills acquired in other units, demonstrate the work/paper flow found 1111

in the typical office and the communications skills and proper work attitude 111111111111111111 Nun

111111 lin II
1111111111111

needed for success in business
,

1111111111111111111111_____

II
1111111111111

134 133



COMPETENCIES EVALUATION

Performance Knowledge

2 3 DNP I 2 3 DNP

TEACHER COMMENTS:

Performance

,mmim

-.4.0wWwi...,,,.PYR
Evaluation Code Key

1. Can do all parts of the task - needs job entry

supervision.

2. Can do most parts of the task - needs close

supervision.

3, Can do simple parts of the task - needs extremely

close supervision.

DNP Did not participate in this part of the course,

136

Knowledge

1. Can explain how and when a task must be done - can

analyze facts and principles.

2, Can name most steps in doing a task - can explain

simple facts and principles.

3, Can identify parts, tools and understands simple

facts about the task.

DNP Did not participate in this,part of the course.



STUDENT COMPETENCY PROFILE
Rutland Area Vocational-Technical Center

Rutland, Vermont 05701
Tel. (802) 773-1990

Student Number:

Student Name:

Vocational Program: Timber Harvest & Forest Production

Vocational Teacher:
Year: 1985-86

COMPETENCIES EVALUATION

Performance Knowledge

1 2 3 DN.?
2 3 DNP

1. Demonstrates safety precautions in use of materials, tools and equipment.

ir 1

2. Maintains apprmiate personal hygiene.

3. Arrives on time and attends each day.

4. Works cowerativel with fellow workers.

5. Follows instructions willingly and acce.ts constructive criticism.

6. Respects value of school and personal property and cares for it properly.

7. Identify personal work-related areas.

8. Identify personal work-related values.

9. Identify three personal strengths and three vocational or educational skills.

10. Review the qualiffcations required for 'a specific occupation and identify how to

meet those qualifications s/he does not have.

11. Demonstrate familiarity with the following sources of job information: a) newspaper

ads, b) Vermont Job Service, c) school placement services, d) employment agencies,

e) personal contacts.

12. Identify three local employers in a chosen occupational field and list their

,

addresses

and phone numbers As well as their stut'
. w 0- .1 r 1 11,tion

13. Prepare a data sheet/resume which includes education, interests, work experience,

and three personal references with addresses and phone numbers.

14..11Loutcorrestly.asampleitapilication,

15. Demonstrate the ability to make a job interview appointment by phone and

- ---P-----P--------air-lt-eILiel----P----articiateinarea"rmocliwithafonow-uevaluation.

16. Demonstrate underStanding of employer expectations; such as, working under

supervision, appropriate dress and language, and completing assigned tasks on time.
A

.

138
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wirirrawkaza.

Faformance Knowledge

2 3 DNP
..,

1 2 3 DNP17. Identifies standing trees. ---.............

18. Uses leaf keys.
.

19. Performs basic first aid functions.

20. Performs CPR (Cardiopulmonary
Resusitation).

21. Fells trees out of natural lean.

22. Frees "hung" trees.

23. Identifies parts of chain saw.

24. Disassemble bar, chain, filters.

25. Properly cleans saw strut, clutch area and guide bar.

26. Dresses down bar.
----

27. Assembles saw and adjusts chain tension.

28. Adjusts chainsaw carburetor.

29. Demonstrates methods for safely starting,saw.

30. Properly check oil output and chain tension. II
31. Fell, limb and buck with a chainsaw.

12. Uses lever and pepdulum methods for limbing.
.

33. Files chains b means of :rindin: stone and hand file.

34. Changes oil in diesel mi,ment.

35. Changes fuel and oil filters in diesel !liniment.

36. Identifies major parts of crawler and rubber-tired skidder and understands

their purpose. .

37. Identifies and reads dials on crawler and skidder.

38. Adjusts crawler steering clutches.

.
39 Adjusts crawler track tension.

40. Lubricates winch line. II
41. Operates crawler and skidder under a variaof conditions.

.

A2. Uses a concave blade.

UI
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Performance Knovled.e

J 13 DNP I 2 3 EN?
43. Levels out, distributes mil in preparation of construction of roads and

waterbars.

II Ili II
44. Handles winch line with grablinks.

. II
45. Use chokers andutilizes rolling hitch.,...,. yr--
46. F%ids logs with crawler and skidder.

41. Piles logs at landing using concave blade.

48. Identifies saw logs, veneer logs, pumpwood and firewood.

49. Identifies log species.

III

III
III

III

II
Il
ME
IN

11111

50. Uses scaling sticks.

51. Tallies logs.

52. Prunes trees for development of sawtimber.

53. Mixes diesel fuel with kerosene and fills and stores fuel properly.

54. Uses ether to start diesel equipment.

55. Sharpens axes, brush cutters, mauls, and cross-cut saw.

56. Cleans, oils and makes minor repairslon all handtoole.

51. Runs a portable sawmill.

58. Makes chain loops from reel.

11111

59. Repairs broken saw chain.

60 "Breaks in" new chain .roperly. NM UI
61. Develops knowledge or: loud wood product markets.

62. Cuts and splices wire rope.
,

63. Understands timber contracts.
.

.

64. Understands process for timber sale bids.

65. Understands principles and set-ups regarding cable logging.

._

66. Uses ropes to perform basic tree climbing operations.

67. Understands forest fire behavior, prevention and control.

68. Stores, handles, plants and fertilizes tree seedlings.

69. Uses measurin: ta.es and Gunter's chain.
,
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Performance Knowledge

2 3 MP 1 2 3 DIT70. Uses pacing technique.

71. Measures tree height and diameters.
r

IIIIII72. Uses increment borer to age trees.

IIIIII

1111 II
73, Understands development of "log rules".

74. Uses various log rules in order to determine board foot volumes of logs.

75. Calcuulates board foot volumes of logs and staading trees.

76. Uses hand compass and staff compass.

77. Establishes boundaries and develops maps.

78. Understands major components of topographic maps.

.......

79, Finds bearings and elevations on topographic maps.

Il
80. Understands and develops basic "cover-type" nap.

81. Uses stereoscope to view and covertype aerial photographs as well as locate

major topographical features.

11111182, Demonstrates general understanding of forest development.

11111183, Marks trees forcommercial and pre-cdmmercial thinning. MI84. Sets up CFI plots,

85. Uses prism to measure basal area,

.86. Takes soils samples and makes appropriate soils tests.

87. Identifies and measures various soil horizons in a soil pit.

88. Uses soils maps.
_

89. Identifies common tree diseases.
,

A
90. Identifies common insect damage.

.

.. _
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Performance Knowled e

2 3 DNP 1 2 3 DNP

1.1.1.

11.111.111

TEACHER COMMENTS:

Performance

1, Can do all parts of the task - needs job entry

supervision.

2. Can do most parts of the task - needs close

supervision.

3, Can do simple parts of the task - needs extremely

close supervision.

DNP Did not participate in this part of the course.

146
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Knowledge

1. Can explain how and when a task must be done - can

analyze facts and principles.

2. Can name most steps in doing a task - can explain

simple facts and principles.

3. Can identify parts, tools and understands simple

facts about the task.

DN? Did not participate in this,part of the course.
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